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1 INTRODUCTION 

As mentioned in the Block Introduction, reaction mechanism involves an undemtanding of the 
detailed description of stepwise progress of a reaction as the-reactants are converted into 
products. A knowledge of reaction mechanism is of utmost importanoe in devising synthesis of 
new molecules These find applications in medicine, industry, textiles, household appliances, 
defence, space mearch, etc., in fact, practically in every sphere of modem life. 

Study of r d o n  mechanism is very interesting as it gives us an opportunity to have a feel of 

i the Eantastic world of atoms and molecules, their nature and their reactions. -If the 
fundamentals of reaction mechanism are clear, it is easy to undedand the mechanism of any 
particular reaction. In this unit you will study the basic types of reaction mechanism, the types 
of reagents and types of reactions. Thermodynamic and kinetic aspects of reaction mechanism 
would be discussed in the next usit. 

I Objectives 
After studying this unit you should be able to : 

I 

explain the general types of reaction mechanism, 

define the mms, wleophile, electrophile, bee radical and radical ion with examples, 

_differentiate a nucleophile from a base!, nucleophilicity from basicity, and 

I 
I define and categorise a reaction as substitution, a t i o n ,  elidnation, rearranganent or 

oxidation-reductiop. 

t 

1.2 TYPES OF MECHANISM 

There are two features which, in general, charactexise the reactions of organic compounds. 
One of these is the relative slowness of most organic reactions compared to many familiar 
inorganic reactions. For example, the reaction between hydrochloric acid and sodium 
hydroxide is instantaneous, whereas the esterikation of acetic acid by ethyl alcohol fakes 
hours and occurs only if the reaction mixture is heated with a catalyst such as sulphuric acid. 
Even then the reaction hardly ever goes to completion. The other chwkrhtic feature of 
organic reactio118 is that, in general, the greater part of the reacting molecule remains relativdy 
unchanged during the came of a reaction. Thus you may recall that most organic reactions 



lkde Concepb and S U M H ~ H ~ W  occur at the site of functional groups which leave the rest of the molecule intact. For example, 
in the reaction between bromoethane and aq'ueou sodium hydroxide, 

the hydrocarbon part of the molecule, i.e., CH3CH2 is retained as such and the bromo 
functional group is replaced by the hydroxy one. 

The slowness and the relative stability of the molecule in reactions are due to the type of 
bonding that exists in organic compounds. We know that atoms in organic compounds are 
covalently bonded. reactions involving organit compounds take place one or more of 
these bonds may be broken and atoms (or groups) originally attached may be replaced by 
other atoms lor groups) or may be lost altogether. The type of mechanism followed by the 
reaction is determined . the way the bond breaks. The cleavage of a covalent bond may take 
place in one of the following ways : 

i) Bond heterolysis : When a bond breaks in an unsymmetrical way, such that both the 
bonding electsons remain with either of the fragments, then it is called bond heterolysis. 

Bond heterolyris 

In heterolytic cleavage of a bond, the resulting species are charged. Depending upon the 
bite of cleavage, either of the resulting species can be positively or negatively charged as 
shown above. 

If the species resulting fmm heterolytic cleayage has a carbon atom bearing positive 
charge, then it is called a carbocation or carbodurn ion. For example, the hydrolysis of 
2-brome2-methylpropane to 2-methyl-2-propanol follows a two step mechanism, the first 
step being the slow heterolytic cleavage forming a carbocation. I 

2-bmo-2-methy lprapane (carbocation) . 
On the other hand, reaction of propanone with balogens in the presence of a ba& 
proceeds by a different mechanism : 

We see that here we &t a species having a carbon atom bearing a negative charge, such a I 

species is called a crubsaulon. 
I 

In bond heterolysis, which fragment would carry the pair of bonding electrons is 
1 

M e d  by the eleztmnegativity of the constituent atoms of the bond in question. The 
more electronegative atom retains the electrons and gives fise to a negatively charged ion. 
Sin= carbon has very low electronegativity, very often, in the event of heterolytic 

i 
cleavage, it loses its share in the bond and becomes a part of the pcsitively charged 
bgment. Therefore, while carbocations are very common as intermediates, carbanions 
are rare. You would learn about these in later units when we talk about nucleophilic and 
electrophilic substitution reactions in detail. As these reactions involve charged species, 

I 
I these are said to follow ionic or polar mechanism. 

ii) Bond homdysls : If a bond cleaves in a symmetrical way, such that either fragment of 
the molecule gets one electron, then it is referred to as bond homolysis. 



Reaction Mechanism For example, in photworination of methane, 

which is a multistep reaction, the first step is homolysis of C l 2  molecule as, 

The resulting species have got an unpaired electron each and are referred to as free 
radicals. Chlorine free radical, same as chlorine atom, has got seven valence electrons. I t  
means, therefore, that a chlorine radical is a neutral species. In fact, it is true of any free 
radical. Further, due to the presence of unpaired electrons, free radicals are very reactive. 
Reactions involving the formation of free radicals are said to follow h e  radical 
mechanism. 

ii) Pericyclic mecbadsm : In certain cases it is diflicult to ascertain whether the reaction 
involves bond homolysis or heterolysis. In such reactions both types of bond cleavages are 
possible and lead to the same product. For example, in the case of Diels-Alder reaction, 
the two possibilities are as shown below : 

2-merhyl-1.3-butadiene malcic 
(isoprene) anhydride 

CH3 

Bond hctcrolysis 

Bond homolysis 

Here the reaction is saki to proceed in a concerted manner, i.e., bond making and bond 
breaking is simultaneous These reactions are said to follow pericyclic mechanism. Many 
photochemical reactions which you would study in detail in Unit 12 of this course follow 
this kind of a mechanism. 

SAQ 1 

Indicate the probable mechanism typeionic or radical for the following reactions. 

ii) CHoBr + NaOH + CH30H + NaBr 

- Introduction 

' iii? CH3CH2Br + KCN + CH3CH2CN + KBr , \ 



In the previous section, we have eied to focus our attention only on a single molecule and 
attempted to visualise the process of bond breaking. You would have noticed that organic 
reactions often involve two reactants : one is the organic molecule which is r e f d  to as the 
substrate and the other is called the reageat. You may recall in the reaction between 
bromoethane and sodium hydroxide, the fonner is a substrate and theplatter is a reagent. Since 
these reagents are the ones which bring about changes in organic molecules it is important to 
know more about their types and their nahue. 

On the basis of their electronic structure, reagents can be broadly classi6ed into the following 

I 1.3.1 Nucleophiles 

I loving" and tend to donate electrons. Most of the nucleophiles are negatively charged or 

I reaction is represented in the following manner : 

1 pair is depicted by the use of a curved A list of nucleophiles with corresponding nucleophibc atoms is given in Table 1 . I .  A 

I NaVH-Na + :0)1 Table 1.1 : List of some common nucleophiles 

n 
:&-+CH3- Br 5 N u d s o p M l l f ~  Nucleophile 
---) CH3cH*oH + B r  Halogen, X=F, CI,Br, I X- 0 

oxyBen 
I1 OH-, RO-.R--C--O-; Hfl ,  ROH, RCOOH 

Sulahur 

The nonbonded pair of electrons in a nucleophile is provided by C, N, 0, S or a halogen 
atom. The strength of a nucleophile depends upon a number of factors like the nature of the 
electron donating atom, its position in the periodic table, its polari~bility, size and the nature 
of the solvent, etc. The relative strength of nucleophiles is measured in terms of their 

reasonable to expect that strong bases are good reagents for nucleophilic substitution reactions. 
This is generally true but there are some deviations also. For example, the iodide ion (r) is a 

Basicity and Nucleophilicity 

Basicity is a measure of a reagent's ability to accept a proton in an acid-haw rcaltlori I t  

pertaim to the acid-base equilibrium, 

NL+H+ + NU-H 

which is characterised by an equilibrium constant, Kb. It is customary to treat this as an acid 
dimciation equilibrium. 



with an equilibrium constant, Ka which is characterised as pK,. The magnitude of pK, serves as ~ f a d i o n M m  
an index of basicity. The basicities of two nucleophiles are compared in terms of the p ~ ,  values -11drodllcth0 
of their respective conjugate acids. A higher value of,pK, indicates a weaker conjugate acid or 
a strong base, i.e., a strong nucleophile. A list of pK, values of the conjugate acids of common pK.=-log Ka 

nucleophiles is given in Table 1.2. 
TnMel3:L18tdcoenao~-eewWpKavPkresofth&-tePdds 

N- - Cosiusated PK. 
I - HI - 10 
Br- HBr -9 
a- H a  -9 
CN- HCN 9.2 
RS RSH+ 10-11 
RoN L N H  10-1 1 

RzNH R2NE-k 11 
OH- Hz0 15.7 

CH~CH~O- CH3CH2OH 16 
RCHCN RCHzCN 25 
H C q -  H-H 25 

NHz NH3 38 
C H ~ = ~ H -  CHFCHZ 44 

CH3 - CHc 48 
(CHs)zCH (CHJ)ZCHZ 51 

The increasing order of basicity of some reagents is, 

I - < B ; < ~ < R O H < H ~ O < ~ N T < Q H ~ , < O ~ ~  
strong bases 

Let us recall here the two important structural features &ecting the basicity of a molecule. 
These are : 

i) Inductive effect : In general, the substituents h a w  + I effect, i.e., electron releasing 
eEed in- W t y .  For example$ the case of amines an alkyl group on nitrogen 
increases basicity by dispeping the positive charge in the cation which is stabilid relative 
to the free amine. + 
CHw t. Mz + ~ 2 0  + CH3 + &3 +OH- 

Therefore base strength inmaws in the series, 

NH3 < CH3NH2 < (CH3)zNH 

ii) Resonence : R e s a u c e  e t k b  the base strength of an amine. For example, 
cyclohexylamhe is a far stronger baSe Shan is aniline. The rqson is that the adability of 
lone pah in case of aniline will be reduced due to the delocalisation of the lone pair over 
the ring as shown in the resonance structures below. 

aniline 

In contrast to basicity, nucleophilicity is a measure of a reagent's ability to cause 
substitution at a carbon atom. The relative nudeophilicities of a series of reagents are It is important to note here that while 
dctermhed by their relative rats of reacti~d in a scbstitut!m reaction, e.g., substitution basicity is a thmnociya~rmc property 

readon with bromoethane, (measured by equilibrium wpstmt) 
nucleophilicity is a kinetic 

OH- + CH~CHI-Br -* CH~CHZ-OH + B; phenomenon. 

the increasing order of nucleophilicity of some reagents is, 

H~O<ROH<CI- < ~ r - <  OH< OR<I-< efi 
The order of nucleophilicity can be ratioualised in terms of polarisabii and solvation of 
nucleophiles and the nature of the solvent. Steric considerations are also associated with 



Basic Concepts and Substitutions nucleophilicity. These aspects would be taken up later in Unit 3 -when we talk 
about nucleophilic subsfitution readions in detail. 

1.3.2 Electrophiles 
Electron deficienthagents which tend to accept electrons and are "electron loving" are called 
electmphiles. These reagents attack electron rich centres or nucleophiles and form a bond 
during the reaction. 

NG+E+ -+ NU-E 

Since electrophiles can accept an electron pair or get attracted towards a negative centre, they 
also act as Lewis acids. Electrophiles are of two types, positively charged and neutral. A list of 
electrophiles is given in Table 1.3. 

TPMe13:Listof~omeeleetrophiles 

Positively chrged Neutral 

H' I-a, cct 
M', MX+ 0 

Br*, C1' 
II 

RC -43 
0 0 

NO;, NO', Mi; 
II II 

R 4 - - O - - C - R  

+ H3?+ coz. so3 
R,C ,\r - N= N. ~ $ 0  BF,, ZnCI2, AICI,. FeCI,, 

1.3.3 Free Radicals 
Two types of reagents that we discussed earlier, i.e., electrophiles and nucleophiles, need not 
necessarily be added reagents. They can be transient species formed during the course of a 
reaction. Free radicals, the third type, produced as a result of homolytic cleavage of a covalent 
bond, are essentially reaction intermediates. These are important because of their hlgh 
reactivity. A free radical is afly atom or group that possesses one or more unpaired electrons; 
because of this and an incomplete octet, it is highly reactive. You will read more about radical 
intermediates in Unit 9 of Block 3 of this course. Table 1.4 gives a list of some free radicals. 

TaMe1.4:Somefreeredlah 

hydrogen 
chlorine 

silver 
sodium 
oxygen 

nitroxide 

13.4 Radical Iom 
We should also briefly refer to another type of reagents which are encountered during 
reactions as intermediates. These are the radicals ions. Radical ions possesing both an odd 
electron and charge are known. These may carry a positive or negative charge along with an 
odd electron and are correspondingly known as radical cations or radical anions respectively. 
The semiquinone anion (I) and the metal ketybs (11) produced by donation of an electron by 
a metal atom to a ketone are well known examples of radical anions. An example of a radical 
cation is aminium radical ion (Ill). 



The relation between the strQctures of carbocation, carbanions, radical cations and radical Reaction Mechanism 

anions can be best illustrated by considering the reaction of a n m e  with different reagents. - Inbodactipn 

Under suitable reaction conditions, anthracene can produce any one of these four species, as it 
-, 
a) -add an electron to produce a radical anion (sodium in liquid ammonia will accomplish 

this); - 

c) remove an electron to form a radical cation (a good oneelectron oxidising agent such as 
~ n "  produces this species); 

d) add a proton to form a carbocation (a nonbxidising acid such as HF can do this). 

These reactions of anthracene are summarised in the following scheme : 

+ - 

radical cation radical anion 

+ anthracene 

carbocation carbanion 

In the case of the radical ions above, the charge and/or the odd electron can be distributed 
over the rings by resonance. 

.. . SAQ 2 *\ 
\ 

i) Pick up the nucleophiles in the following rea&olls. I 
a, CHsCHzCl+ KOH + CHsCHzOH + KC1 

....................................................................................................................................................... 

.>," .................................................................................................................................................. 
. c) CH3CHzCl + NaSCH3 + CHsCHzSCH3 + NaCl I 

....................................................................................................................................................... 
d) CHsCl+ NaSH + CH3SH + NaCl 

ii) Pick up the electrophiles in the following reactions. 



Sasic Concepts and Substitutions 

FeCl3 

i 
i 

....................................................................................................................................................... 

Having understood what reaction mechanism is, the different ways in which the covalent bond 

reactions. Here you would leam to classify these reactions depending upon the kind of 
mechanism operating in +'-em and the reagent used. 

I in  your previous course, you must have studied classification of organic compounds. You 
would have noticed that it becomes very easy to understand the nature of organic compounds 

which also helps-to frame a series of rules pertaining to each type. However, you should 
remember that products obtained & a reaction depend upon conditions under which the 
reaction is carried out. Depending upon the substrate, reagent and reaction conditions, 
sometimes verv Merent and unexDected ~roducts are formed. 

I with in detail in thd following units. 

1.4.1 Substitution Reactions 
In a substitution reaction, the When an atom or group provided by the reagent replaces an atom or group of the substrate 

replaces a ,  species. Consider, for example, the following substitution readon, 

Y+R-X + Y-R+X 

Where R-X and Y-R are both covalent molecules. 

i) This reaction may involve a homolytic h i o n  as shown below, 

R-X -+ R. + X' 

Y-+R: + R-Y 

or Y. + R-X + Y-R + X: 

where the free radicals are produced 6rst and later they c o m h e  with other free radicals 
to give substitution products. This is called a free radical substitution. 

Photochemical chlorination of methane is an example. 

CL.+ CH4 + CH3.4- HCl 

CH3: 4- Cl2 + CH3Cl+ C1- etc. 

ii) Another way in which the above substitution reaction can take place is represented as : 

R-X + R+ + X- 



This occurs when the reaction involves heterolytic fission. The reagent Y is a nucleophile 
(nucleus-loving) and it seeks a centre of electron deficiency or an eledrophilic (electron- 
loving) centre. The electron deficient centre here is a carhation. Since the attacking 
reagent is a nucleophile, the substitution is called nucleophurc substt(utioa. You are 
familiar with nucleophilic substitution reactions of alkyl halides, like, hydrolysis of 
2-bromo-2-methylpropane, 

Nucleophilic substitution reactions can proceed by more than one type of mechanism. 
The mechanistic details of these would be dealt with in Unit 3 of this course. 

iii) There is yet anoth4 way in which a substitution reaction can take place. Here also the 
heterolytic fission of the molecule R-X takes place. 

R-X 4 R-+ X+ 

Y + + R  4 Y-R 

or Y'+R-X 4 Y-R+X+ 

The reagent is an electrophile. It seeks a reaction centre which has a high electron 
density, a carbanion here. Attacking reagent being an electrophile in this case, the 
substitution is called ekctropbmc bbstitution. This'type of substitution is most common 
in aromatic compounds, like, nitration of benzene. 

You vill study this type of substitution in detail in Unit 4 of this course. 

1.4.2 Addition Reactions 
Addition is the most characteristic reaction of alkenes and alkynes. In addition reactions. two 
atoms or groups are added to a molecule containing a double or a triple bond. 

R R R R 
\ +XY I I 

C=C R-C-C-R 
/ 

R 
\ 

R 
I I 

X Y 

In most of these reactions, the addendum is an electrophile and the alkene, a nucleophile. The 
reactions are called ekchphilic addition reactions. Free radicals being electron deficient 
species, even free radical addifions can be classified as electrophilic attacks. 

A simple example of an addition reaction is the addition of HBr to ethene to give 
bromoethane. 

H H H H 
\ / I I 

C=C + kJ-Br 4 H-C-C -H 

Electrophilic md free radical .addition reactions are common with alkenes and alkynes while 
nucleophllic addition reactions are encountered in double bonds with hetero atoms, e.g., with 
carboxyl compounds. The formation of a cyanohydrin by the reaction between propanone and 
HCN is a common example. 

0 CN 

When bond breaking and addition to the double bond take place simultaneously as shown 
below, it is referred to as pericyclic addition. 





1.4.4 Rearrangements ~ e s e t k a ~ ~  
-IotdFBoa 

As said before, most of the reactions of organic compounds take place at a functional group 
while the rest of the molecule does not undergo any change. There are some o @ i c  reactions 
wherein this "intact" part also takes part in the reaction. These are rearrangement reactions in 
which an atom or a group moves from one position to another within the molecule. In other 
words, if in a reaction, instead of getting the expected product, an isomerised product is 
obtained due to the migration of an atom or group it is called a rearrangement. For example, 
the rearrangement of 2,2dimethylpropyll-4'-rnethylbenzenesulphonate (neopentyl tosylate) to 
1, l-dirnethylpropylethanoate (amyl acetate) is given below. 

CH3 
I cti3 

I 
CH3- C- CH20Ts + CH3COOAg / CH3COOH -----+ CH3 - C- CH2CH3 

I I 
CH3 OCOCH3 

neopentyl tertunylaoet.te 
tosylale W B Q Y ~  or rean;msed Hodud) 

0 
I1 

(CH3)3CCH20CCH3 
2Pdimethylpropylethanoatc 

(neopentyl acetate) 
(expected product) 

1.4.5 Oxidation and Reduction Readions 
It is difficult to define oxidation or reduction as applied to organic compounds. You might 
recollect that in Inorganic Chemistry, oxidation is defined as either loss of electrons or increase 
in oxidation number. Conversely reduction is defined as gain of e lmom of decrease in 
oxidation number. Thumb rules to determine whether an organic compound has been oxidised 
or reduced are : 

i) If a molecule gains an electronegative element (nitrogen, halogen or oxygen) or loses 
hydrogen it is oxidised, e.g., 

0 
oxidising CH3CHCH3 

9 

II 
CH3CCH3 (lws of H) 

I 
OH 

ii) If a molecule loses an electronegrrtive element (nitrogen, halogen or oxygen) or gains 
hydrogen it is reduced, e.g., 

reducing 
HzC=CHz > HpC-CH3 (gain of H) 

aga t  

RSSR "-> ZRSH (lmof$gahofH) 

CHsC02R 
reducing 

writ ) 
CH3CHz-OH (lar of 0 ,  gain of H) 

Another way to determine whether an organic molecule is oxidised or reduced is to arrange a 
series of functional groups in order of increasing oxidation state (Table 1.5) and define 
oxidation as the conversion of a functional group in a molecule from one category to a higher 
one. The opposite is true for reduction. You know that oxidation statea or oxidation numbers 
enable us to follow the paths of electrons during a reaction and tell which substances were 
oxidised and which reduced. Oxidation nkbers can be positive or negalive. Qe oxidation 



number ot carbon in the series representing oxidation of methane to carbon dioxide is as 
follows? 

Table 1.5 : Functional groups arranged according to increasing oxidation state 

Approximate 
Oxidation -4 -2 0 t2 ' t4 . 
number 

F - OXIDATION F 
u 
N 

I I 
*RH -C=C-- R-C=C-R RC02H co2 

T 0 0 
I 
0 R OH RCNH2 CCI 4 

I1 
R-C-R 

II 
N 
A RCI \ , cc12 
L 

I I 
R-C-C-R 

I I 
OH OH 

P REDUCTION. 

I *R = alkvl e r o u ~  : where not indicated substituent is H. 

I Arrange the following in order of increasing oxidation state. 

Let us s m  the important aspects of reaction mechanism we have studied in this unit. 

The detailed description of how a reaction occurs is called reaction mechanism. All 
reactions involve bond breaking and bond making. Depending upon the way a bond is 
broken, mechanism of organic reactions can be broadly classified into homolytic, 
heterolytic or pericyclic types. 

.The reagents generally used in organic reactions are nucleophiles, attracted towards a 
positive centre; electrophiles, attracted towards a negative centre; free radicals with 
unpaired electrons on them and radical ions which are radicals with positive or negative 
charges. 

It becomes easy to understand the large number of organic reactions if categorised into 
different types. When a group or atom in an organic molecule is replaced by another 
group or atom, it is called a substitution reaction. Depending upon the reagent, 
substitution reactions can be nucleophilic, electrophilic or free radical type. When two 
atoms or groups are added to a double or a triple bond, it is called an addition reaction. 
This can also be classified into nucleophilic, electrophilic and free radical type. 
Elimination reactions are those in which two atoms or groups are removed from a 
molecule, usually h m  adiacent arbon atoms lead in^ to unsaturation in the molecule. 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the previous unit you learnt ?bout the type8 of reaction mechanism, types of reagents and 
the types of reactiol~. You have learnt to classify the reactions, that is, in a reaction you can 
identify the reagent, thesbtrate and assign a type or categoiy to it. You can also have some 
idea about its me&anim. But how do we ascertain whether a reaction would take place or 
not? If a reaction does takeplace, how long would it take for the readant@) to get converted 
into the produd(s)? These questions of "posibility" and "time hctor" are impsrtant h m  the 
point of actual practice. If for a reaction of practical' utility, a good yield of the product is 
required in a reasonable time, then it is desirable that both the factors are favourable. These 
qkstions would W dealt with in this unit. We would study the factors that determine the 
fwibility of a reaction, the kind of information we get regadq the mechanism of reaction 
fro& kinetic measurements and also the kind of nonkinetic information required for 
delineating the mechanism of a chemical reaction. All this will form the fundamental basis 
of reaction mechanism which in fact would be dealt with in detail in the later units. 

objectves 

After studyiag this unit,you should be able to : 

explainthermodynamiaofreactioas, 

explain importance of kinetic parametas of a reaction in determining reaction mechanism, 

explnja transition ate theory of reaction rate, 

explaia and differentiate thermodynamically and kinetically controlled reactions, 

nonkinetic methods for detambtion of reaction mechanism, and 

explaia Harnmett equation and its importance in predicting the equilibrium constant or 
rate of a d o n .  

2.2 THERMODYNAMIC AND KINETIC 
CONSIDERATIONS 



' Basic ~ o n c e ~ t s ' a n d  Substitutions 

Free energy change = Free energy of 
the products - free energy of the 
reactants, i.e., 

AG=Gp-Gr+ 

Enthalpy change = Enthalpy of the 
products - enthalpy of the reactants, 
1.e.. 

AH=Hp- HR 

Water has a higher entropy than ice. 

Entropy change = Entropy of the 
products - entropy of the reactants, 
l.e., 

~ = S P - ~ R  

Equilibrium constant for a simple 
reaction like, 

can be defined as, 

where square brackets represent the 
concentration of the species enclosed 
in it. 

More negative value of AG 
corresponds to a greater value of K 
and he- :, more of product 
format . 

2.2.1 Thermodynamic Considemtions 
You would recall fiom your earlier studies that a reaction occurs spontaneously if the free 
energy change accompanying the reaction, AG, is negative, i.e., the free energy of the products 
is lower than that of the reactants. The fiee energy is related to two other thermodynamic 
functions, viz., enthalpy, Hand entropy, S. 

At constapt temperature we have the following expression for free energy change, 

AG= AH- TAS ... (2.1) 

where AG, AH and &T are the changes in the fiee energy, enthalpy and entropy respectively, 
while T is the temperature on absolute scale. Before we analyse Eq. 2.1 it would be 
worthwhile to know a little about the two thermodynamic functions, Hand S. Enthalpy, H, is 
a function which depends upon the state of a system. It is not posiible to compute the enthalpy 
of any reactant or the bduct. What best can be done is to measure the enthalpy change of a 
given reaction, which is equal to the difference in enthalpies of the products and the reactan&. 
A good empirical estimate of the enthalpy of a given reaction can be made in terms of the 
bond energies of the reactants and the products. This is calculated by totalling the bond 
energies of all the bonds broken, subtracting it from the total of bond energies of all the bonds 
formed, also accounting for any changes in resonance, strain or solvation energies. You can get 
details of this method from any standard book on thermodynamics. 

Entropy, S, like enthalpy is also a state function and it is not pmiible to compute or estimate 
the entropy of any gim substance. Conceptually speaking, entropy is a measure of 
randomness or disorderliness of a given system. A more random system is said to possess a 
higher entropy. The entropy change, AS of a given reaction is positive if the reaction leads to 
higher randomness. 

Coming back to Eq. 2.1, it can be seen that the free energy change has got two components. 
One is coming fiom the enthalpy change ( m  and the other fiom entropy change (- TAS). 
It is clear ffom the equation that to make AG negative it is best if M? is negative and AS 
positive, i.e., the enthalpy should decrease and enthalpy increase. If the entropy change is 
negative, i.e., the second term becomes positive, the free energy can still decrease if the first 
term (AH) is su5ciently negative to over-balance the second tenn. Similarly, an increase in 
enthalpy (AH positive') can be tolerated if AS is sufficiently positive such that the seumd term 
over-balances the first one. 

Majority of the common chemical reactions are exothermic (AH, negative) in their natural 
direction, often so highly exothermic that the tenn TAS has little influence in determining the 
equilibrium position. The reactions for which spontaneity is determined mainly by the 
enthalpy term are called 'enthalpy driveo' reactions. On the other hand certain reactions, e.g., 
of the type A + B + C are accompanied by a large gain in entropy and the reaction is 
thermodynamically favoured because of the entropy factor. Such d o n s  are called 'eatropy 
driven' reactions. 

AU that is discussed above has been with reference to reactions which go in one direction, 
namely, the forward direction, i.e., fiom reactants to products. In actual practice, reactions do 
not go in such a straight forward manner. Once the productme formed, they have a tendency 
to react and give back the reactants. Invariably at the end of a W o n  we land up with a 
mixture of reactants and products. No reaction, as said, goes to 10096 completion. The 
proportion of reactants and products in the mixture at the end of a reaction is determined by 
the equilibrium coostant. 

The value (wtude) of the equiliium constant determines which way would the 
equilibrium lie-more towards the products or the reactants! Further AG and K are 
interrelated through the following equation, 

This means that for a large positive value of AG, K would b far less than unity (<<<I). The 
equiliium would be towards the side of reactants, the amount of the products would be very 
little. On the other hand, a good yield of the product(s) is obtained for K >>>I which 
corresponds to a negative AG value. For AG=O, K is equal to unity and one anw+pntly gets 
an equimolar mixture of reactants and products. In such cases, a judicious a d j u s d t  of 
reaction conditions on the basis of Le Chatelier's principle can make the reaction go more to 



The discussion so far has apparently answered our first question, i.e., about the feasibility of a Kinetics and Mechanism of 

reaction. We have got an idea of the thermodynamic terms involved and their significance. All 
this does not seem enough to guarantee a reasonable yield of the product with a time frame. 
Let us take a few examples. Equilibrium constant for the reaction between chloromethane and 
NaOH, 

CH3Cl+ NaOH + CH3-OH + NaCl 

has been estimated to be of the order of lo6. The equilibrium is expected to lie far towards the 
right but it takes many weeks for an equeous solution of the reactants to give the products. 
Similarly, a mixture of Hz and 0 2  can be kept at room temperature for centuries without 
getting even a trace of water. 

Dese examples suggest that a negative value of AG for a given reaction does not necessarily Negative A G IS a necessary bu  not a 
mean that it will proceed in a reasonable period of time. Besides the thermodynamic suffic~ent condit~on fo~'spontane~ty of 

considerations d i s c 4  above we need to look into yet another aspect to ensure a reasonable a regct'On 

course of reaction in terms of product formation. This is the 'time factor' or the 'kinetic' aspect 
which we will discuss in the next subsection. Before going ahead why don't you try the 
following SAQ. 

SAQ 1 

Thermodynamic data for a reaction is given below. Predict whether the reaction is 
spontaneous or not and if yes, is it enthalpy or entropy driven? 

T= 400 K, AH= 5.2 kJ mol-', A S =  150 J mol- '~- '  

....................................................................................................................................................................... 

....................................................................................................................................................................... 

....................................................................................................................................................................... 

....................................................................................................................................................................... 

2.2.2 Kinetic Considerations 
Kinetics is concerned primarily with the measurements of ram of chemical reactions, i.e., 'how 
fast or slow' a reaction is. Let us review a few fundamental concepts'of chemical klnetlcs. We 
will discuss different kinetic parameters which are experimentally determined. We will also see 
what kind of information, regarding the mechanism of a reaction, can be discerned from such 
data. 

In kinetic measurements, the progress of reaction is followed by monitoring the appearance of 
the product(s1 or the disappearance of any of the reactants as a function of time. These are 
measured either directiy by suitable titrimetric method or indirectly by variation in some 
physical property like refractive index, optical density, etc. of the reacting system. The choice Half life of a reaction IS the time 

of technique also depends on the time frame of the reaction. Special instruments have to be taken by the reactants to get reduced 

used if a reaction is very fast (the half life is say < 1 second). to half their initial concentration. 

The data obtained from rate measurements is incorporated into a mathematical expression 
called a rate equation or rate law which relates the rate of a reaction to the concentration of 
different reacting species. The rate law, e.g., for a reaction, 

A+B + C 

takes the f o u o ~ h g  form, We see that the rate of a reamon can 
be expresed in terms of more than 

dl A1 4 B I d[cl  one species. Negative sign ~ndicates Ra te=--  - - - = - - 
dt - df df - k [ ~ j " [ ~ j ~  the disappearance while pasitwe slgn 

shows the appearance of a specles. 
lo this expression the differential term refers to the incremental amount of product C formed 
or the reactants A or B consumed during an incremental time dt. Here k is the constant of 
proportionality called the rate constant m d  the temin  square brackets represent the 
concentration (more appropriately the activity) of the species contained in them. x and y 
represent the order of the ~eaction with respect to A and B respectively. The overall kinetic 
order of the readon is the sum of the powers of concentratibh terms in the experimentally 
determined rate law expression. Order of a reaction is unity if the rate is directly proportional 
to the concentration of any one of the reactants and two, if it is proportional to its square or 
directly proportidnal to the concentration of two of the reactants and so on. 



Basic Concepb and Substitutions Another related concept is o m  of molecularity which is defined as the number of species _ (alonls, Ions or molecule\) that come together to form the activated complex' or the transition 
sta'te. lo contrast to order, an experimentally &mined overall charaderistic of a reaction, 
molecularity is a theoretical concept which pertains to any elementary step of the many s t q  
mechanism. Order and molecularity of a reaction may or may not be the same. For example, 
for a S N ~  reaction, the rate depends only on the concentration of the substrate, as a result the 
order is one. Also it is only the substrate which gives rise to an intermediate carbocation. 

For a slngle step reaction, order and Therefore, molecularity of the reaction is also one. Whereas, for the photolysis of the 
moleculanty are same. CH&HO, the order is 3/2, we cannot have one and a calf of a molecule reacting. So here 

order and molecularity are not same. Order of a reaction can be determined by a number of 
methods, the simplest m e  being the study of the effect of varying the concentration of 
reactant(s) of the rate of reaction. Such measurements lead to the determination of rate law 
which is the first step in deciphering the mechanism of a reaction. Let us study this aspect in 
detail. 

H rna,drity ol organic reactions fo l ln~  a complex mechanism consisting of a sene5 of steps. 
Different steps have different rates, some being slower than the o thk .  The slowest of all the ' , 

steps is of interest from the point of view of reaction mechanism, because it is this step which 
&mines the overall mteof a reaction. A reaction cannot proceed h t e r  than its slowest step! 
This step is referred to as the rate contrdlhrg, the rate d e t d g  or the rate I i m i & i i i  
The experimentally determined rate equation often (not always) permits us to determine the 
species involved in the rate determining step (rds) with a reasonable degree of confidence. This 
information is then exploited in suggesting the mechanism of a reaction. 

There seems to be no general way of arriving at the mechanism from the rate equation. One is 
supposed to pick np Wkent  plausible mechanisms and then theoretically &rive rate 
expression for each of them. The mechanism whose rate expression is closest to the 
experimentally obtained one is the most likely mechanism of the reaction. 

Many a times we 6nd that more than one mechanism can conform to the same rate 
expression. What does one do then? One needs to do some more experiments to obtain . 
information -ding the intermediates formed, if any, or to see the effect of modifying the 
reactants or changing the solvent, etc. These aspects we shall take up at a later stage. Let us 
now see how do the energy changes take place duriag the course of a reaction and how do we 
describe this aspect of a chemical reaction. Before we go ahead try the following SAQ. 

SAQ 2 

What is the order of hypothetical reactions which have the following rate Quatiom : 

dx [A]' IBI'/' iii) -= k 
dr [c]'lZ 

Can we find the molecularty of these d o n s  from the information given above? 

....................................................................................................................................................................... 

....................................................................................................................................................................... 

....................................................................................................................................................................... 

....................................................................................................................................................................... 

....................................................................................................................................................................... 

....................................................................................................................................................................... 

2.23 Tradtbn State Theory 
To compute the exact m e s  as the reaction progresses is a formidable job; rather an 
imp0sii.e one, because it involves several events - the reamqement of  atoms, change in 
hybridisation of atoms, change in bond angles, orientation of the molecult& its solvation 



-, et~. ~ o w e v a ,  a qatat ive pirnnc can be vh~llird aah-theolp d the Kinetics and Mechanism of 

~ s t d e t h e o r y d r e p d i o n r . ~ c c o r d i n g t o t h i s t h e o r y , w h e n t h e ~ t s c b a n g e ~  
p r o d ~ t h e y ~ t h r o ~ a n u a s t a ~ e s t a t e o f ~ u m ~ ~ e r g y c a l l e d ~ ~  
atate. ~nergyof the transition state is higher than that of the reactantsas well as the produdn, 
T h e r e f ~ ~ i t ~ a s a n e a e r s y ~ e r r e ~ u i n d t o b e ~ b y t h e ~ t s t o g c t c h a n g e d ~  
the produds and vicavexsn. Energy chaages in the course of a readon are ~ i e d  with 
the help of potential energy diagram like Fig. 2.1. Y& in the diagram is potential ener~r 
which is related to but is not identical with AH. We can take the d o n  between CHd and 
NaOH as an einmple to understand this diagram. The reaction, 

NaOlI ' ~ a +  + OH- 

a,--1 + O H  + a 3 - 0 H  + r 
is found to follow the fonowiq rate c9qnedon, 

rate = k[CH,I] [ O W  

L 

Reaction coordinate-* 

F l g . 2 . 1 : ~ c l l a l ) l d h p r a p f ~ t b ~ C H ~ I  +OH--rn--+I  

One way of visualising the course of this reaction is to visualise an energ& O H  ion 

i approaching the CH%-I molecule fkom a direaion opposite to that of the C-I bond. As the 

I two come closer, the energy increases and continues to iwxease as the molecule "spreads out". 
The C-I bond weakem end the C-0 bond begins to form as shown below. The energy 
becomes maximum when the C-I bond is "half broken" and C-0 bond is "half formedw. 

I \ / - I 
OH- +-C-I -) [ HO - - - -  c - - - -  11-HO-++I- 

I I I 

The high enew complex is called the transition state or the activried complex. Beyond-this 
point further approach ofthe O H  ion completes the breaking of C-I bond and the making of 
C-0 bond; the energy decreases as shown in Fig. 2.1. Difference: hi the e n e  of the isolated 
reactantsandthemaximllmenergyatthetransi~statewhickthe~ystem~through~n 
path to the is the- bee eaerWr of -'AG'. .is equals the daerence 
of free energies of the trausition state (T.S.) and the reman@. The X& of the 
potential energy diagram is the reaction coordinate. It is a waswe of the progress of reaction 
from the reactants to the prodlrcs. In the above example, the reaction progress can be 
monitored in terms of say, C-I bond length. In the beginning%e C-I bond has its 

I 
equilibrium length. As the C-0 interaction builds up, the C-I interaction diminishes and 

I the C-I bond length increases. The increase in C-I bond length is a measure of the extent of 
reaction. The same may be perceived in terms of C-0 bond length which is infinity before 

I 

the reaction starts and goes on decreasing as the nucleophile approaches the carbon. The 

i completion of reaction is indicated by the formatioo of C-0 bond. The difference between 
the free energy levds of reactants and products represents the free energy of the reaction, AG, 



Basic Concepts and Substitutions According to the transition state theory, there exists an equilibrium between the reactants and 
the activated complex or the transition state. It is characterised by an equilibrium constant, Kf 

A + B Transition state + Products 
(T.S.) 

n - IT.s.1 K-- 
[A'I [Dl 

It is further assumed that all activated complexes get converted into product3 at the same rgte 

and the rate constant of the reaction depends solely on the equilibrium constant, K'. Magnitude 
of K! king governed by the free energy requirement for attaining the transition state; the two 

are related as, 

AG" =-RTln K b  ... (2.3) 

It means that for a higher value of free energy of activation, (AG'), K' and hence the rate of 
reaction is small. 

The rate of react~on is inversely The reactants having acquired sufficient energy to cross the activation barrier may still not give 
proportional to the he~ght of the the product, instead there may be the formation of an intermediate which gives the prbducts or 
energy bamer-hlgher the barrier the a yet another intermediate which eventually gives the products. That is, the reaction involves 
lower the rate. two or three steps, respectively. The potential energy diagrams for two step reactions where 

the first and second step respectively are rds, are shown in Fig. 2.2. Here AGb,, and AG'~ are 
the 6ee energies of activation for steps I and I1 respectively. Similar potential energy diagrams 
can be drawn for the reactions involving more than two steps. 

 readi ion coordinate - 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 2 2  : Potential energy dingram for two & resetions 
a)fi=tBteprds 
b)seeoadeteprds 

Depressions or potential ene!gy wells in the potential energy diagram correspond to 
intermediates. These are real species 111.0 .I cations, carbanions, free radicals, etc. 
Intermediates have a finite life time depending c 1 the depth of the depression. A shallow 
depression implies a low activa'tion energy for the subsequent step and, therefore, a short life 
time. The deeper the depression, the longer would be the life time of the intermediate, i.e., it 
would be fairly stable. The transition state on the other hand corresponds to an energy 
maximum an4 therefore, has only a fleeting existence with almost a zero life time. 

If a reaction has a number of pathways available to get converted into the same product, the 
path which involves the lowest potential energy maximum is followed In a reversible reaction, 
the products formed have to traverse the same pathway to get h-ansformed to the reactant. 
This is again the path of lowest energy maximum. This principle is called the principle of 
microscopic revers1,ility. It holds for the reactions involving intermediates also. If, in a 
reaction, A 4 C, B is an intermediate, then the conversion of C - A would also involve 

I 

the wmp int~rrnmliate. B. 



SAQ 3 

Draw schematic potential energy diagram for a three step reaction A + B + C -+ D in 
which step 2 is rds. 

22.4 Thermodynamic and Kinetic Control 
We have so fru learnt that thermodynamically speaking, a reaction occurs if it is accompanied 
by a decrease in free energy (AG is negative), i.e., products have lower free energy than 
reactants..From transition state theory we saw that the rate of a readion is governed by the 
free energy of activaticn (AG", i.e., the difference in free energies of reactants and the 
transition state, lower the AG" h t e r  is the reaction. So, we have 'thermodynamic' and 'kinetic' 
factors which influence the progress of a reaction. 

In the case of competitive reactions, i.e., the ones where more than one product a n  be formed 
from the same reactants, a question arises, which of the products would be formed? The one 
which is accompanied by greater free energy decrease (thermodynamically stable) or the one 
for which AG% quite low (kinetically favoured)? The problem becomes slightly more 
complicated if the energy requirements of the two competing d o n s  are comgkable. In 
such a case one has to analyse various factors which determine the a h d  course of the 
reaction under given experimental conditions. 

Let us take an example where reactant A gives product B which can get converted into C. 
Which product would be obtained under a given set of reaction conditions? We can make an 
attkmpt to understand this by taking the potential energy diagram for the d o n  as given in 
Fig. 2.3. 

-- --  

Readion coordinate - 
Fig. 2 3  : Potentid energy diagram for a competitive reach0 

1 

As we can see from the jktential energy diagram, A G " ~ B ,  is quite low, so A very readily gets 
converted into B which does not go back to A (AG;,, being high). Once B is formed, it has an 
intrinsic tendency to get con7erted into thermodynamically more stable C. Now, if the 
temperature of the reaction is sufficiently high, then B gets converted into C almost as soon as 
it is formed and one gets a mixture of B and C, thennodynamically stable C being 
predominant. The &adon is said to be tbermodynamlcally coatrdled. On the other hand, if 
we keep the temperature low, the cross over of B - C can be checked and one gets 

Kineties and Mechanism of 

Reactions 



, . . . .  
Basic Concepts and kinetically f?vouied B a s  the'predominaat product, though it is thefrnOdY=midy less 1 

favoured than C. Here B is d d  to be LIneticslly c o a t d d  product. The addition of Ha to 
1,3-butadiene is a good example of such a case. At high temperahue, thermodynamically 
more stable 1,4addition product is predominant, whereas kinetically favoured 1,2-addition 
product is obtained at low teinperatures. - + HC1 

1.3-but.diene 

u--- 

[ 
1 + " temp.+ /CV/ C--) -+ Glh -P) I C1 - 

1.2-additian product) l.d.dditian odua 
(kinetically controlled) wrmodynami& cuntrolled) 

For a1 competitive reaction A "B thepotentialmergydi.g.mis~vm~F~..24:Wbicb. 
4 c  

product whould be fonned at rwm temperature? Which type of control is operative in t@ 
0 - : case? 
Q .- 
C ....................................................................................................................................................................... 5 
5 
a ....................................................................................................................................................................... 

sA; 

B ..................................................................................................................................................................... 
Readion -,,,inate ---, " ........... ......................................................................................................................................................... 

Fig- 2.4 : Potential energy - ....................................................................................................................................................................... 
1B 

for the reaction A ....................................................................................................................................................................... ' 9c 

2.3 DETERMINATION OF REACTION MEC~ANISM- 
NONKINETIC METHODS 

As was pointed out earlier, kinetic data alone is not suE6cient to decipher the mechanism of a 
chemical reaction. It can only prorick some dues for the same and needs to be suppl~ented 
with some more data from other methods like isolation of products, isotope efied, 

' 

stereochemical considerations, etc. We shall individually dkys these briefly. Information 
obtained from any or all of these methods is used along with kinetic data to arrive at a 
reasonably plausible mechanism for the d o n .  

23.1 Product Identification 
Identification of all the productr, not only the major, is a must before even an attempt is made 
to suggest the mechanism of a reaction. Without this, the reaction in question cannot even be 

C12+ hv-2CI. defined, as we can not be sure of whicb reaction we are talking about. The relative p r o p o h  
. CI. + CR +.CH3 : H a  of the products formed should also be known. This is impo&t because any mechanism 

CH3 + C12 +CH3Cl+ 0 proposed should account for all the produds with their relative proportions, at least 

c ~ ~ + ~ a - + c i t + a  qualitatively. F'or example, any plausible mechanism for photochlorination of methane has to 
account for the formation of a small amount of ethane, as along with other products, it is also 

CH, + CH, + C2Hs formed in the reaction. 
C I . + a 4 a *  

2.3.2 Evidence for an Intermdate a 

It was stated earlier that in a multistep reaction, the reactants pass through some kind of 
inprmediates before getting converted into products. Intermediates are relatively stable species. 
Their stability being g o m e d  by the depth of potential energy weU. If for a r&ou,ane 
suggests a mechanism involving the formation of an intermediate, it needs to be substantiated 
by a suitable experiment showing its presence and also its structure. The required experiment 

28 would depend upon the stability of,die intermediate and the ratas of its formation and 
#' 
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disappearance. It may ldtolve its actual isolation and characterisation or its detection Kinetics and Mechanism of 

spectroscopically. Let US see the various possibilities. 

Isolation and (hmderhtion of Intermediates 

If an intermediate is relatively stable and the rate of its formation is much faster than that of its 
consumption, then its mncentration builds up after some time. At this stage the temperature of 
the reaction is suddenly decreased or a reagent is added which can stop the reaction. Thii is 
called 'arresting' or 'quenching' of the reaction. The intermediate isolated from a quenched 
reaction is characterised with the help of chemical or spectroscopic methods. 

Is every species so isolated, an intermediate? The answer is 'NO'. 

A species isolated by quenching a reaction is subjected again to the conditions that prevail 
during the course of the reaction. If the appropriate products are formed at a rate no slower 
than that from the starting reactants, then only can we say that we have a strong evidence for 
the given species to be an intermediate. Note that it is still not conclusive. For example, in case 
of Hoftnan rearrangement reaction, i.e., conversion of an amide into an amine having one 
carbon atom less, 

RCONH? + NaOBr + RCONHBr + RNHl 

the N-bromoamide (RCONHBr) can be isolated which gives the products at a desired rate. So, 
N-bromoamide is an intermediate in this reaction. 

Spectroscopic Ideniification~of Intermediates 

If the formation as well as consumption of an intermediate are very fast then it becomes quite 
diffcult to isolate it. In such cases it js possible to get some meaningful information with the 
help of spectroscop~c methods like i r  (infra red), nmr (nuclear magnetic resonance), esr 
(electron spin resonance) or Raman Spectroscopy. For example, detection of NO; (nitronium 
ion) by Raman spectroscopy in the nitrating mixture (HS04  + HNO,) gave a strong evidence 
for its being an intermediate in the nitration reaction of aromatic hydrocarbons. 

Trapping the intermediates 

If the rates of formation and consumption of an intermediate are comparable and not very fast, 
then at a given instance in the course of a reaction, only a small amount of the intermediate is 
present. In such cases a compound that reacts specifically with the suspected intermediate can 
be used to 'trap' it. In 'trapping', the said compound is added to the reaction mixture. The 
intermediate does not follow its normal course, instead it reacts with the added compound. If 
the structure of the product formed as a result of trapping is as expected, we say we have got 
evidence for the existence of the suspected intermediate. 

A of the intermediate 'benzyne', C6H4, in the photolysis reaction of ~ ~ ~ ~ b o x y b e n z e n e  
diazonium ion was u i e h e d  by trapping bemyne by addmg anthracene to the system. 

broduct formed as a result of 
trapping with anthracene) 



,sic Concepts and Substitutions Benzyne, instead of dimetising to give biphenylene (the n o r d  course) gives b addition 
product with anthracene. It can be isolated and characterised. 

- Nucleophiles are commonly used to trap carbocatiom. Direct evidence for the intern* of 
carbocations in the addition of a halogen to an alkene is pro$dd by the observation that 
when the reaction is carried out in the p m c e  of other n u c l e o p ~  a mixture of products is ' I 
obtained. 

> BrCH2CH20CH3 

Addition of Suspected hkllDediak 

~t is an interesting method which gives a coDC1USive negative evidence for a given htemWXkte 
in the reaction. In this approach, the likely htmediate  is P W ~  e a t e 1 y  some other 
method and is subjected to conditions identical to t h ~  of the reaction- If the same prod* 
are obtained, then we say that the compound in q-ion is the likely intermediate- On the 
other hmd, if the desired products are not formed, We can conclusively say that the given 
compound is not an mrmediate in fie pxction h question. For example, in van Richter 
rearrangement of p-nitronaphthalene which gives a-naphthoic acid. 

p-niuonapthalene a-naphthoic acid 

the formation of a-naphthylcyanide as an intmDediate is d e d  out because it does not give 
a-naphthoic acid under the reaction conditions. 

a-naphhylcymide 

2.3.3 Isotopic studies 
,--A mu mechanism in two distinct ways. These 

k t o p e ~  have a ~8&&hdly b h g  a kinetic effm. we s d Y  
we  as tracer and as s W & .  

Isotopic Labekg 

In this method the reaction is camed out using reactants which are &topically hhued. ~n 
isotopic labelling ~ertain atoms in the molecule are replaced by their &topes. ~ f t e r  the 
rtXction is Qver, the  product^ are analysed for the labelled species. Radioactive as weU as stable 
a p e s  can be made use of in this method. The bmmonly ykd isotopes are of hydrogen ( 2 ~ ,  

cleuterium or 'T, tritium), carbon (I3c or "c) or dxygen ("0 Or 180). 

one  of fh h t  applications of isotopes in organic c h m & y  was the of 1 8 0  U, prjlh 
~ ~ ~ ~ h a n i s m  of ester hydrolysis. The hydrolysis of amyl acetate (CH3C0OC5Hll) ~afnd out in 
the Presence of H2l80 gave unlabeued amyl alcohol and labelled acetic acid as, 

CH3CmC5Hll+ H2180 + CHJCO~~OH + C5Hl iOH 

This ~bse~a t ions  lead US to the conclusion that ester hydrolysis involves acyll+xygen fission 
and not alkyl-oxygen fission. 



ilg; H 
CH3-C- 1- 0- CsHll 0 CH~CO'~OH + CsHllOH 

I 

acyl-oxygcn fission 

alkyl-oxygen fission I 

Isotope Effect 

Replacement of an atom by one of its isotopes, i.e., isotopic substitution, does not 
qualitatively effect the course of a reaction, however, rate of the reaction is altered. The 

. difference i$ the masses of the isotoges is .responsible for the effect. Rates of reactions for 
unsubstituted and substituted reactants are compared to get the information about the bonds 

because it gives a substantial change in the rates. While isotopic substitution of 13C for "C 

lowered by as much as 85 per cent. We shall confine our discwion to isotope effect involving 
hydrogen. 

If the magnitude of the kinetic isotope effect, KH/KD is 2 or more, it suggests that the bond 

effect in the following reaction at 350 K is as high as 4.6. 
I 

I Ws-CH2-H* + Br. 4 c ~ H ~ - C H ~  + H*-~r 
(* indicates a hydrogen atom substituted by D). 

If the isotope effects are relatively small, (KH/KD = 0.7 - 1.5), then they are called secondary 
isotope effects. These arise when the substituted hydrogen atom is not directly involved in the 
reaction. For example, in the solvolysis of isopropyl bromide, the kinetic isotope effect is found 
to be just 1.34. 

Kinetics .nd M- d 

Rc;labns 

.. n r  .. " w r.. r ....nu .,& ..-v .-- 
unsubstituted and substituted 

KH (CH3)zCHBr + H20+(CHs)2 CHOH; -= 1.34 
KD 

A comparison of nitration and sulphonation of benzene which you would study in detail in 
Unit 4 of this course also illustrates the isotope effect. 

SAQ 5 

DzO and ~ 2 ~ ~ 0 ,  both contain heavier isotopes and are almost equally heavy. Yet, while DzO 
is extensively used to study kinetic isotope effect, ~ ~ " 0  is rarely tried. Why? 

2.3.4 $tereochemkal Studies 1 
Study of the stereochemistry of reactants and products in many reactions can provide useful 
information regarding the mechanism. When an optically active compound undmoes reaction . 

give an intermediate. The intermediate then loses its symmetry before combining with tl 

i reagent to give the product. For example, the S N ~  solvolysis of optically active tertiary alkyl 
halide results in partial or complete racemisation. i 



Basic Concepts and Substitutions 
C6H5 
I 

C6H5 c6H5 
I 

C6H5 
I -, 

aq. acetone 1 H 2 0  t 
CzH5- C - C1 - C+ ------+ C2H5 - C- OH + HO - C - C2Hs 

1 I / \ 
CZ1j5 c11~ I I 

CH3 CH3 CH3 

(+) isomer carbocation cU 

The second possibility, i.e., the product being optically active can tie achieved by either 
retention or inversion of configuration. This is the outpme of concerted processes in which 
free intermediates are absent. For example, direct S N ~  displacements at carbon proceed in all 
cases virtually by an attack of the nucleophile 6om the backside of the bond which is broken. 
This results in complete inversion of configuration. 

- I I 
y + -c-x -> y ------ y <-----. I 

X-Y-C- + x- 
I I 

Stereochemical studies have shed considerable light in several other reactions like additions, 
eliminations and rearrangements. 

Sterempedic and stemsektive reactions 

A reaction in which stereoisomeric starting materials afford stereoisomerically different 
products under the same reaction conditions is called a stereaspedec reaction. Bromination 
pf alkene in a polar medium is electrophilic and stereopdically banr. For example, addition 
of bromine to tmm~2-buttne yields exclusively the mesoproduct, while only a dl pair is 

ompounds made up of the same formed from clr-2-buteae. The starting butenes are a stereoisomeric pair, and the products are 
oms bonded by the same sequence a h  * R O ~ S O ~ ~ ~ ~ C  with mpeCt to each other. This Can be shown as given below : 
bonds but having different three 

mensional structures which are not 
terchangeable are called 
ereohmers. 

CH3 \c=c /H  Br2 fiCH3 
H/ \ C H ~  

H CH3 

tram-2-butene mso-product 
- 

cH3\ H/c=c\H F H 3  BQ 3+cH3& :-I 

CH3 H Br 

cir-2-bulene dl p i r  

Another example is the following S N ~  reaction at sp3 carbon which always proceeds with an 
inversion of configuration. 

H H 
I OH- I 

CH3CHz-C-OSQzCH3 HO-C-CHzCH3 
I 
CH3 

I 
CH3 

(S) (R) W j o r  product) 
H H 

1 O H  I 
CHI-C-OS02CH3 HO-C-CHI 

I 
CHzCH3 

I 
CHzCH3 

(R) (S) (Major produd) 

A stemodedive rePctioa is one in which a single reactant has the capacity of forming two 
or more stereoisomeric products in a pnrticular readion but one is fonned preferentially. All 
stereospecific reactions are necessarily steradec&ive, however, a stereoselective reachion need 
not be stermpedc. F a  example, in a moderately stere08electin elimination reaction like, 



dehvdmhalogdon of 2-iodobutane, the mon stable of the two &me b m e ~  is f0md 

nle=l~-- - 

React ions 

~ a a t i o n  of a r m t  by introducing a s u b s t i ~ t  ( a m  or WUP) effects a chemi*' 
r d o n  in ~0 ways. F j y ,  it the rate of the reaction se~ondl~, it bfluenm the 

m m ~  of the h o a ,  is., the eqd i ium.  We have ~ r e n  ~ l i w  that an alteration in the rare 
( ~ d s )  or the eqdibriun~ (themod@s) can provide useful inference reguding the 
--m of a wsctim. It would be worthwhile if one could correlate the effect of a 
substituent on the reaction rate in a quantitatiw way. 

A of important conelations betareen a substituent soup and chem~cal aclivlly haw 
k n  &veloped. Of these the most widely applied is the one devebped by Hammett. This 
correlation is based on the relationship observed between the acid -8th of substituted 
beamic acids and the +brim &drimsufma~y reactions d the compounds conamg 
corresponding substituted phenyl groups. 

The two forms of Hammett equation are given below : 

... (2.4) 

... (2.5) 

While Eq. 2.4 pertains to the correlation between the equilibrium owstants of substituted and 
lmsubstituted species, Eq. 2.5 holds for the rate constants . K and KO are the eqdi'brium 
comtants, k and ko are the rate constants for the substituted and wmbtituted substrates 
respectively. The two constants a and p have the same meaning (given below) in either case. 

o = p K o -  pK 
The substituent con~tant, a equals the d&mce in pK, values of benzoic acid and the 
substituted benzoic aid It is a measure of the extent to which the benzoic acid equilibrium is 
a!Tected on introduction of a given substituent. 

In d e w  a we have seen that a given substituent aEecis ionifation equiliirium of benzoic 
acid. Now, if we introduce the same substituent in the same pbsition in phenol or say aniline 
or my other compound with ditrerent radon centre, what will be the effect in such a case? 
Wodd it be-identical to the one obtained in benmic acid or would it be m e  or less? The 
s w b i l i t y  of a given reaction centre relative to benzoic acid on introducing a substituent is React~ctn conwant for bento~c 

measured by the reacth constant, p. ton has been cons~dered lo be 
to I 

To obtain p for a given reaction series, equiliirium constant for a number of compounds, each 
having a &on centre under consideration aud different substituents with known a values 
are meas- log K/Ko values are plotted against a and the slope of the line gives the 
corresponding p value. Fig. 2.5 shows Hamrnett plots for ionisation of 2-phenylhicetic acid 
O(-GHcCHzCOOH). Wect of substituents on reaction rates can be treated in a similar way. 

I , ,  

O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1,.4 
RC2' ~ d ~ ~ n a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ *  

: aci 

=q' 



-.- m a  S~bstitution< 
Let us see the utility of Hammett equation. hving known u and o vdua for variow mclions 
and ~ubstituenfs, We an use this data to predict the quilibfium moaaot or the rate of a 
rmction. For example, for ionisation of phenol, the mction mnrtant is 2.26 and forpNO2 
group the o value is 0.81. If the K. of phenol is know (lo-"), that ofpnitrophenol can be 
calculated as, i 
substituting the values, 

Taking antilog, 1 

The value shows that p-nitrophenol is ionised more than phenol, and is more acidic. 

In other substituted aromatic compounds and in the reactions of alphatic series, Hammett 
equation does not hold. It is because of steric reasons. In such cases some other correlations 
like Taft equation have been developed. These are beyond the scope of tyi course. 

SAQ 6 

The pK, values of benzoic acid and its p-bromo derivative are 4.19 and 3.93, respectively. 

2.4 SUMMARY 

Let us summarise the kinetic and thermodynamic aspects of reaction mechanism discussed in 
this unit. 

According to thermodynamics, a spontaneous reaction is accompanied by a decrease in free 
energy, i.e., AG is negative. The sign of AG is determined by the sign of enthalpy change and 
the entropy change. A negative enthalp; change and positive entropy change are most 
favourable for the spontaneity of a reaction. Further, a rmtibn is said to be enthalpy or 
entropy driven depending on whether enthalpy or entropy contribution is more towards 
makiag AG negative. 

--. , . 

Concentration of vanous ream 
3 



the order of the reaction. Order is an experimental characteristic for a reaction. Determination Kinetics and Mechanism d 

of rate equation for a reaction is important as it gives an idea about the number and nature of 
the species involved in the slowest or rate determining step of a many step reaction. Its 
knowledge helps in proposing a plaus~ble mechanism for the reaction. According to transitioq 
state theory, on their way to products, the reaction molecules pass through a complex called the 
transition state. The complex has higher energy than any of the reactants or products. Energy 
of a system in the course of a reaction is represented by the potential energy diagram, which 
would depend on the nature of the reaction whether it is one, two or many step. 

In case of competitive reactions, i.e.. where more than one product can be obtained from a 
given reactant, the product formed under a given set of conditions may either be governed by 
its rate of fomation or its stability and is correspondingly known as kinetically or 
thermodynamically controlled product. 

Besides kinetics and thermodynamics, other experiments like aiming at identification of all the 
products of a reaction, isolation of an intermediate or the stereochemistry of the products also 
provide important information regarding the mechanism. Experiments with heavy or radio 
isotopes are also helpfd 

Relationship between the structure of a reactant and its activity can be expressed quantitatively 
in terms of linear free energy relationship. In the Hammett equation, the effect of introducing a 
substituent in benzoic acid is measured in terms of the change in pK, and is known as 
substituent effect, a. On the other hand, the susceptibility of a given reaction to such structural 
changes relative to the ionisation of benzoic acid is  characterised by another constant'known as 
reaction constant, p. 

2.5 TERMINAL QUESTIONS 

1) For the reaction A+ B -+ C, the following two step mechanism has been proposed : 
kl 

A + B - -  I 
k-1 

k2 I+B-  C 
slow 

i) derive the rate expression. 
ii) what is the over all order of the react~on? 

A > D > B > C a n d s t e p C - + D  is rds. 

3) A reactant A can give either B or C as the product. The potential energy diagram for the 
system is given in the margin. Which product would be obtained at (i) low temperature 
and (ii) high temperature? Also indicate the kind of control operative. 

Reaction coordinate - 
4) Photochemical monochlorination of ad-methylbenzene ( C ~ H ~ C H ~ D )  with CI2 at 353 K 

gave 0.02 12 mol of DCl and 0.0868 mol of HCI. What is the value of the isotope effect, 

KH -per H-atom. 
KD 

5) The reactioqcons~ult for saponification of substituted ethyl benzoates is 2.61. If the rate 
constant for saponification of unsubstituted ethylbenzoate is 2 X 10-~mol-'s-', find the 
same for ethyl pbromoknzoate : use data from SAQ 6 also. 

2.6 Answers 

Self Assessment Questions 

1) To predict spontaneity we have to calculate AG, we are given, AH= 5.2 kJ mol-I, 
? A S =  150 X K''mol-' and T =  9 K. 

AG = 5.2 - (400 150 - IO-')~J K-' mol-'. 
= 5.2 - 60.0 - 54.8 W K-I rnol I .  



I ,  nosic Concepts and Subst~tutions (i) Since AG is negative, the d o n  is spon-us and (ii) Since TA S> > > AH;  the 
reaction is entropy driven. 

2) i) order=l 
ii) order=3/2 
iii) order= 2 
The molecularity cannot be found out with the information given. 

4) g, it is the therrnodynamihy as well as kinetically controlled product at room 
temperature. 

5) D20 is preferred over H~"O for studying kinetic isotope effect because the rnaghitude of 
the effect is much more pronounced in the former than the latter. The magnitude depends 
on the masses and m ~ / m ~  (2.0) is much larger than mix /mlb_(1.125). 

We are giyen, pK, = 4.19, &B,= 3.93 - - a,~,= 4.19 - 3.93 = 0.26. 

Terminal Questions 

I from first step, 

I substituting in the rate equation, 

I ii) order=3 



3) i) At low temperature, kinetically c o n ~ e d  product B is formed. 

ii) At high temperature the thennodynamically controlled product C is obtain'ed. 

0.0868 -0.0434 (since either of the two 4) Amount of HCl obtained per H-atom = - - 2 
H-atoms would give HCl). Amount of DCl obtained per D-atom=0.0212. The rates 
(KH and KD) would be proportional to the amounts of HCI and DCI, respectively, and we 
have, I 

- 
KD 0.0212 - 

5) From SAQ 6, the substituent constant for pbromb group is 0.26. 
k 

According to Hammett equation log -= PO 
ko 

Given, p = 2.61, ko = 2 X mol-Is-' 

Kinetics and Mechanism 01 

Reactions 

k * log - = 2.61 0.26 = 0.6786 
ko 

Taking antilog* 
k 

*log -= 4.77 * k = 4.77 . 2 md-I s-' 
ko 

Q a . 1 n-4 mn~-l I 



UNIT 3 ALIPHATIC 1. u ~ h f i u r H 1 U L  

SUBSTITUTION 1 
Structure 

3.1 Introduction 
Objectives 

3.2 Nucleophilic Substitution Reactions 
3.3 SN2 Reactions 

Mechanism of Sh2 Reactions 
Reactivity of &2 Reactiom 

3.4 S N ~  Reactions 
Mechanism of SY 1 Reactions 
Reactivity of Sp,i Reactiom 

3.5 Neighbouring Group Participation a 
3.6 S~i.Reactions 
3.7 Hydrolysis of Esters and ~sterification 

Hydrolysis of Esters 
3.8 Summary 
3.9 Terminal Qilestiom 
3.10 Answers 

In Unit 1 you learnt about different types of reactions a d  in Unit 2, you familiarised yourself 
with the general methods of determination of reaction mechanism. Now we would start with 
specific reaction types and study them in detail. In this unit we would discuss nucleophilic 
substitution in aliphatic compounds. We would study the currently accepted mechanisms of 
these reactions. We will also consider the relationship between structure and reactivity, the 

I I 

stereochemical course d these reactions and how a solvent can effect these reactions. In the 
next unit you will study the other type of substitution reactions, viz., the electrophilic 1 
substitution reactions which are common in aromatic compounds. Nucleophilic substitution is ! 
much less common in aromatic compounds. I 
Objectives I 

1 
After studying this unit you should be able 6 : I 

explain t h e S ~ 2  and Sxl, mechanisms of nudeophilic suhftitution reactions, 

explain the effect of the structure of an alkyl group, nucleophile, leaving group and the 
solvent on the reactivity in substitutions proceeding by S N ~  and SN 1 mechanisms, 

compare S N ~  and S N ~  mechanisms in all respects. 

explain the neighbouring group participation and formation of nonclassical carbocations, 
and 

explain the Bac and Alrc mechanism of ester hydrolysis. 

3.2 NUCLEOPHlLIC SUBSTITUTION REACTIONS r 
You may recall the reaction given earlier in Unit 1. I 

O H  + CH3CHzBr -4 CH~CHSOH +Br- 
nucleophile substraw . pduct  leaving group 

In the above reaction, uucleophile (hydroxide ion) attacks the saturated carbon substrate 1 

(bromoethane) gi* ethanol and bromide ion as the products. You would notice that the 
reaction involves beterdysis of carbon-bromiae bond such that the electron @ becomes 
a ~ ~ ~ & t e d  with bromine which leave as a bromide ion. A group like bromide ion which - leaves the aubon subtrate is called a h * g  g~oup. 1 



The following examples of substitution at saturated carbon atom illustrate the various c h w  
types'of nucleophiles, substrates, products and leaving groups. 

d C H ~ ~ H ~  + I- 

Br- + C H ~ ~ H ~  d CH3Br + Hz0 

(CH3)3N + (CL)~;-. ;(~&)rf + (CH3)2S 

2 H20 + (CH3)3CC1 d (CH3)jCOH + Cl- + H~O' 
nu~leo&iles substrates products leaving groups 
It would be clear from the above reactions that like nucleophiles, the leaving groups wh~ch are 
either negatively charged or neutral have unshared electron pair(s). 

3.3 SN2 REACI'IONS 

Let us take the case of the reaction of bromoethane with sodium hydrox~de to give methanol, 

CHJBr + NaOH -+ C-H,OH + NaBr- 

How do we find out which pathway this reaction would take? Reaction kinetics can help us 
here. You would recall 60m the previous unit that the exper~mentally determined rate 
expression gives an idea of the number of species mvolved in the rate determ~ning step of a 
multistep reaction. 

Now the rate of the above reaction can be determined by following either the rate of 
disappearance of the base, OH- or appearance of the bromide ion, Br-. This rate 1s found to be 
proportional to the concentrations of both bromoethane and hydroGde ion. The experimental 
rate expression is, 

rate= QCH3BrI [Om 

This means that for this reaction both the reactants take part in the transition state. So it has to YOU would recall that ,he orb of a 
be a bimolecular mechanism. The mechanism is h b e d  by the symbol S N ~  meaning reaction is an experimental quanhty 
mbstitutl~n nucleophillc bimolecular. The 2 in the symbol signi€i& bimolecularity of the defining the relation of reaction rate 

wtb concentration of r e a n &  while 
moleculanty refers to the number of 
species involved inthe rate 

3.3.1 Mechanism of S N ~  Reactions deteminlng step of a gart~culsr 
mechanism bang considered 

In S N ~  reactions, a transition state is suppmd to be formed in which both the nuc1eophile and 
the ~~bs t t a t e  take part. This implies that SN2 reaction is a concerted process which occurs in 
one step with only a single transition state, where carbon is partially bonded to both the 
incoming nucleophile and the deparhgAeaving group. Cleavage of the bond between carbon 
and the leaving group is accompanied by a synchronous fonnation of a bond between carbon 
and the nucleophile. In effect, the nucleophile "pushes off' the leaving group from its point of 
attachment to carbon. Therefore, SN2 mechanism is sometimes referred to as a diredt 
displacement process. Let us see how the transition state is formed taking hydrolysis of 
bromoethane as an example. Here, the nucleophile, O H  may approach the substrate, CH3Br, 
from the same or the opposite side of tbr: leaving group and oonsequently the transition state 
may have either of the follo&ng two stmctum. 

Apart from stereochemical evidence descr i i  later, the approach of the nucleophile h m  the 
side of the leaving group would be dif£icult due to eleztmbtic repulsion, both being negatively 
charged. The transition state would also be stabilised onlv when the nucleophile attacks the 
carbdn from backside enabling a spread of negative charge. In the tmSlh0n state, tne 
hybridisation of the central carbon atom changes from sp3 to sp2. The weak bonds to the 
nucleophile and the leaving group can be considered being due to the overlap of their orbitals 
with the two lobes of a porbital. This is shown as : 



Bast< Concepts and Substitutions 

It is, therefore, more plausible that in S N ~  mechanism, the attack of the nucleophile is from the 
side opposite to that of the leaving group. Therefore, sstructure I would represent the sfructure 
of transition state. The SN2 mechanism for the hydrolysis of bromomeshane may be 
represented as : 

I 
The potential energy diagram of the above reaction is given in Fig. 3.1. 

. 
Reaction coordinate -> 

m. 3.1 : PoteabiPI dingrPm for the by- dbomomdhmc by S~2medpahn 

Stereochedcal evidence 

The stereochemistry of the reaction proceedingr thr~~ a SN2 mechanism ilso supports the 
backside attack of the nucleophile given above. The same side attack and displacement of 
leaving group would not alter the configuration of the substrate whereas the opposite side 
attack would lead to an inversion of configuration. Of course, thif cannot be demonstrated in 
the case of the bromomethanehydroxide reaction. However, if an optically active alkyl halide 
is used, an inversion of configuration can be demonstrated. For example, hydrolysis of 
optically active 2-bromooctane with sodium hydroxide gives optically active 2-octanol &th 
inverted configuration, 

n -C6H13 "-CsH13 

R (-)-2-branooctane S (+) -2-octanol 
(major product) 

An exam& which shws when exactly the inversion occus in a sequence of reactions is t& 
c o n v d n  of (+>l-pbenyl-2-propanol to its enantiomer by the following route. 

H 
(-)-1-phenyl-2-prw=d 

(+)- 1-phenyl-2-propano1 



, from the s i p  of rotation of the i i d  p r d W  there i~ h v m h n  mtion at 

s te ,  but where? % a happen ody i. the *p i n v o l ~ h  brc.ldoa the C-o bond 
she, step (1) and (3) do not involve b r a  of tbs C-0 hn .4  m m t i o n  
c h g e  &re. T&,, IhereEore, I U P ~ ~ I I S  O ~ Y  d h g  SeP (2) where C-O bDnd brab Fa' 
a sN2 reaction it would mean the step where carbon-l=vins group bond w. 
~ h m ,  we that the requirement for back-side attack of the en* n d ~ p h f i e  from a 
&&ion 1 80° away from the departing group =uses the of the subsea@ to 

invert l j e  an umbrella &g && out ia the wind (Fig. 3-21, This k v k o n  is 
walden inversion after Paul WaIden who first reported it in 1896. Walda cycle 
interconverting (f )--and (-)-malic acids is given in the margin. 

~ . 3 3 : l n v e n k m o f ~ d m t o p ~ Z r a d k o  

Another example supporting inversion in S,2 reactions is the ' 2 8 ~  cgtalyged racemisation of 
2-~odooctane, 

CH3 ' 333  
I I 

12*1- + H - - c - - I - - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ I - c - H  + I -  
I I 

*-C6H13 n-C6H13 

In this case, it is observed that the rate of racemsat~on is twice the rate of exchaage of 
radioactive iodine. Substitution (exchge) in one molecule of the substrate d b  in its 
inversion, the product being an enantiomer of the s t .  compound TU w o n  would 
result In racemisation of two moiecules. Remember racemic product consists of a pa,r of 
enantiomeric molecule denoted by dl or f. 

The following w1 bromide not undergo readon with a n u d ~ h i l e  in sN2 con&tiODS. 
Can YOU suggest a reason for its total lack of reactivity? 

...................................................................................................................................................... - .............. 

...................................................................................................................................................................... 

..................................................................................................................................................................... 

3-32 Reactivity of sN4: ~~d~~ 

Iates Of pr-l by Sx2 me&anism a f f m  by hg 
nature of substrak 

@ of the nucleophlle 

nature of the leaving group and 

(.)-malic acid 

1 3  "1 
F' 

C 0 2 1 l C I I ~ C l i ~ H  
(+)-chlorosuccinic acid 1 

C O ~ H C ~ ~ ~ ~ H C O ~ I I  
(+)-mslic acid ' I 

C ~ I I C H ~ C H C ~ ~ H  

(-)Qlorosuccinic acid 

Waldcn Cycle 



Rdative m t y  of a molecule in a SN2 displacement depends on its structure. Table 3.1 
gives the "average" relative rates of various alkyl substrate in S N ~  reactions. 

T;rble3.1:Relattventesof1*weaOryl~hS~2FePetions 

A"=Ylgr~u~ Relative rate 
Methyl CH3- 30 

Ethyi CHf Hz- I 
2-Methylethyl 
( ~ m p y l )  ( C H ~ ~ C H -  0.025 
1, I-Dimethylethyl 
(tM-&@I) (CH+C- -0 I 
-YI-YI 
(Benzyl) L - 120 

Among @e p*, secondary and tertiary halides, a typical sequence for S N ~  reactivity is thus, 

CHJX > C2H;X > (CH3)2CHX >(CH3)3CX 
or 

phalide > sec-halide > m-halide 

similarly, among simple primary halides the reactivity is, 

CH3X > C2HsX > CH~CHICH~X > CHaCH2CHzCHzX 

Primary halides which have an maturated group attached to the carbon reac&much faster 
tbpn bmmomethane. Thus, 

C6HsCH2Br > CHz=CH--CHtBr > CH3Br 

Two dkthct effects appear to be reqmnsible for the wide variations in the foregoing table. 
Ekxlmnk effects w t l y  are reqmnsiile, but steric effects also have a major role. As 
hydrogen atoms of methyl group are gradually replaced by bulkier alkyl groups, the 
nudeophile finds it more and more diflimlt to push in mong the three carbon subnituents in 
ordm to form the transition state. If the substituents are bullry, the transition state will be 

romo-Z,Z-diimethylpr~pa~~ 

8AQ 2 

Orda each set of compounds with respect to S N 2  reactivity. Give reasons for your choice. 

a 
I 

8) ~ , C H $ H ~ C I ,  QI~CH~CHCR~, ~ l = c ~ C * 2 a  



;.. Nature of the nucleophile , 

We have seen that the rate of a S h 2  reaction depends upon the concentration of both, the 
substrate and the nucleophile. Therefore, nudeophilicity of the reagent is also important in SN2 

I reactions. The order of nucleophilicity in some oxygen nucleophiles is, 
Cd150- > O H  > CsHsO- > CH3COO- > Hz0 - and this you would recall is the order of 
decreasing basicity. 

i 
Nucleophiles with atoms of the same period in the periodic table show a decxeasc in 
nucleophilicities with an increase in electronegativity. For example, oxygen is less 
electronegative than fluorine and holds the electrons around it less firmly than tlourine does 

I 
Therefore, in hydroxide ion it is better able to donate its electrons and consequently is more 

I 
nucleophilic than F ion. The order of nucleophilicity is as follows : 
O H - > F  

I NH3 > Hz0 > HF 
R3C-> RzN- > RO- > F- 
A nucleophile with a charge is more powerful than its conjugate acid, thus, 
OH- > Hz0 
R O - 3  ROH 
NH; > NH3 

This is because in a neutral molecule, the electrons are held tightly by the atom, whaers tbe 
electrons on an atom bearing a negative charge are more loosely held, ;nd therefore, can be 
easily donated to a positive centre. 

In larger atoms, the outer electrons are less tightly bound to the nudeus and hence ore more 
polarisable. This would lead to a certain amount of distortion of the outer electrons, md 
consequently equip t.bedn better to attack the carbon atom of the s u h n t e .  Tbq 
nucleophilicity is dependent on polarkability. For example, the in- orda of 

. nucleophilicity in the foUowing is as given : 
RS- > RO- 
R3P > R3N 
r>Br ->Cl ->F  \ 

Nucleophilicity depends on the type of solvent used in a reaction. A d v a t  that can dntl 
and thus stabilk an anion reduces its nucleophilicity. Thus, chloride ion is a far better 
nudeophile in dimethyl fonnamide @MF) or d i m e l  sulphoxide (DMSO) whac it ia aot 
solvated than in ethanol or water @rotic solven$) in which it is s o l d  due to hydtogen 
bonding. 

- - 

CHsCHzOH---Cl----HOCH2CHs 
I I II 

HCN(CH3)t CH-3 
Dh4F DMSO 

Ethanol can solvate a negative ion by H-bonding No H capable of hydrogem 
bondips for dvntkm 

As you can see, H-boading will reduce the charge density on Cl-, thus reducing its 
nucleophqicity. 

The r d v i t y  of uduqcd  nucleophilm is not much a&cted by the mvmt. 

Nucleophilicity alsu depends upon the size of a reagent. It is essia for a s d  nudaophilc to 
attack the carbon atom in nucleophilic substitution. For example, mdmxkk anion is r am@ 
specie8 which can easily approach a carbon atom, in contrast 1,l- dimethyl dboxide (w 
butoxide) is very bullcy and consequently a poor nucleopbile. 



Basic Conepis and Substitutions 

Water may be a leavmg group if a 
hydroxyl group is protonated by an 
acid before displace men^ e.g.. 

CH3C1120H + H2S01 

C I I ~ C H ~ O + H ~  + HS~; 

f-3 + 
C I I ~ C H ~ O H  + CtI3CHz- OH2 

Lr 
-+ CH&H20CH2CH3 + 1-130' 

n 
K + CN-+ RCH2-OS@- 

\f 

SAQ 3 

Which of the following pairs is more nudeophilic and why? 

(CH3)2N- or (CH3)2NH, (CH3)3B or (CH3)3N, Hz0 or H2S, (CH3)jP or (CH3)?N 

Nature of the leaving group 

The rate of a reaction is very often dependent on the type of leaving group. We. would expect 
that weak bases wQdd be good leaving groups. G o d  leaving groups are conjugate bases of 
acids with pKa value below 3. Strong bases, such as OH-, are never g d  leaving groups in 
substitution reactions. Other strong bases which are poor leaving groups are H-, RO-, HzN-, 
R2N-. 

The order of reactivity, r, Br-, C1-, F parallels the carbon-halogen bond strengths. The 
toluene-psulphonate group (tosylate, OTs) is a good leaving group and undergoes nucleopbilic 
substitution reactions easily, for example, 

Another good leaving group is p-bromobenzenesulphonate (brosylate, OBs), 

SAQ 4 

Arrange CH~CHZCH~OCH,, CH3CH2CHzOTs and CHjCHzCH2Br in increasing order of Sr;2 
reactivity and justify your answer. 

....................................................................................................................................................................... 

....................................................................................................................................................................... 

Nature of the solvent 

Solvent plays a dominant role in nucleophilic substitution reactions in two ways. One is 
pdority of the sol-t expressed by its dielectric eonstant, E (Table 3.2). Dieletric constant is a 
measure of thq ability of a solvent to disperse the force of attraction between oppositely 
charged particles. Polar solvents like water have high dielectric cpnstasits and a great ability to 
stabilk charge sej?arated systems. Nonpolar solvents like pentane have low dielectric 
constants and limited abiity to disperse the force of attraction. The other solvent effect is 
solvation in which both anions and cations are stabilised by the surrounding sheath of weakly 
bonded solvent molecules. Solvents are classitid as; protic e.g,, water, alcoho!~, arboxyllic acids 
and ammonia which have mobile protons such as those bonded to oxygen, ~itrogen or sulphur 
capable of forming hydrogen bonds, and aprotic, e.g., dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO), 
N, N -dimethylformamide (DMF), etc. The latter exhibit large effects on the rate c\f SN2 
reactions. Since the ability O~DMSO and DMF to participate in hydrugen bonding a limited, 



Table j.2 : Dielectric constants of so& common solvents Aliphatic Nucleophilic 
Substitution 

Solvent Dielectric constant (Debye) 
at 298 K 

k An anion which is not solvated is a much more powerful nucleophile than a highly solvated 
one. Therefore, S N ~  reactions take place much faster in polar, aprotic solvents than in protic 
ones. For example, the reaction, I CH3(CH2)4CH2X + NaCN + CH3(CH2)4 CH:CN + NaX 

halohexane cyanohexane 

I procads with 71% yield of cyanohexane in 20 hrs in aqueous methanol. Changing the solvent 
to DMSO brings about an increase in the reaction rate where the product yield is 91% and the 
reaction is completed in only 20 minutes. 

In general, the effect of solvent polarity on S,2 reactions can be summarised as follows : - 
i) If the subsGate is neutral and the nucleophile is charged, dispersal of charge occurs in the 

transition state. Less polar solvents favour the reaction. 

I R-L + Np- + R-&Nu + L- 
CHsCl+ OH- + [HO - - -  CH3- -X ] + CH30H + X- 

I ii) When both the substrate and reactant are neutral, charge is formed in the transition state. 
A more polar solvent favours the reaction. 

I Nu+ R-L -+ R-Nu'+ L- 

I iii) When both the nucleophile and substrate possess formal charges, charge gets destroyed. A 
less polar solvent is favourable in such cases. 

Nu-+ R-L' + R-Nu + L 
3H-  + R ~ ( c H ~ ) ?  + [HO- - -R-- -N(CHs)3] + ROH + N(CH3), 

SAQ 5 

1 Complete the following reaction and suggest an appropriate solvent for it. 

We saw in the previous section that tert-alkyl halides either have a very slow rate of reaction 
or do not undergo SN2 reactions. Then the question is how do we get substitution products of 
such halides? The answer is that these halides undergo reaction by a different mechanism, viz., 
S N ~  (substitution nucleophilic unirnolecular) mechanism. 

3.4.1 Mechanism of S N ~  Reactions. 
In S N ~  mechanism substitution occurs in two steps. First, the leaving group departs as a result 
of heterolytic cleavage leaving a carbocation, and then the nucleophile combines with the 
carbocation to give the product. Carbocations, being unstable and, therefore, very reactive 
species, react rapidly with the nucleophile. Thus, the first step is slow and the rate determining 
step. Accordingly, the kinetics should be first order, the rate depending on the concentration of 
the substrate but not on that of the nucleophile. The two stem of SNI mechanism can be 
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intermediate. Theory and experimental evidence both suggest that carbocations are planar. AUphatic Nucleophfic 

The carbon atom carrying the charge in sp2 hybridised, so that the grtjups attached to it are in Substitution 

a plane and the bond angles between them are 120°. The cation pgmeses a pliine of 
symmetry and attack by the solvent or nucleophilic reagent should occur with equal 
?robability on either side of the plane. Regardkm of whether the starting material is the (+) or 
the (-) enantiomer, the product should be a 50 : 50 mixture of (+) md (-) isomers, i.e., 
racem IC. 

In practice, however, it is found that complete racemisation is not there and that inversion 
almost always exceeds etention. For example, the hydrolysii of 2-~-mooctane fonns the 
product 2a t ano l  with 66% net inversion and 34% racemisation of configuration which is 
equivalent to 83% invesion and 17% retention 

CH3 CH3 CH3 
I H20/EtOH I I 

B r -C-H  -H-C-OH + HO-C-H 
I I I 

-C6H13 n-C6H13 n-C6H13 
(S)-(+)-2-oclanol (R)-(-)-2- oclanol (R)-(-)-2-brornooclane (83% inversion) (17% rerention) 

There is reason far this deviation from the theoretical predictions. This happens when the 
nucleophile attacks the newly formed carbocation before the leaving group has completely left 
the substrate carbon. In such a situation, the leaving group would, to a certain extent, shield 
thd carbocation from its side while the nucleophile captures the carbocation from the side 
opposite to the leaving group. As a result, more of the product with inverted configuration 
would be formed than that with retention of configuration. 

This explanation was first proposed by Winstein. According to him, intermediates in SN1 
reactions are actually ion pairs. In these cases, the covalent car@-halogen bond is no doubt 
broken, but the two fragments remain closely associated as R+$. In some instances the ion 
pairs seem to react directly with the solvent to give the final product; in others they seem to 
dissociate to free ions first. Ion pairs are most often encountered in acetic acid and similar 
solvents that are sufficiently polar for promotion of ionisation but not polar enough for 
solvating free ions. 

3.4.2 Reactivity in S N ~  reactions 
We saw in the previous section that an SN2 reaction is strongly influenced by variables such as 
the substrate, nucleophile, leaving group and the solvent. similar observations have been made 
for SN1 reaction. Let us study them one by one. 

Nature of the Substrate 
The rate of a reaction proceeding by Sz 1 mechanism is fast when energy of activation is low 
i.e.. the intermediate carbocation is stable. You may recall (Unit 5, Organic Chemistry course) 
that the carbocation is stabilised by inductive effect, resonance effect and hyperconjugation. 
Electron-donating effect of alkyl groups, i.e., their inductive effect (+ l) has been used to 
expla~n the relative stabilities of carbocation. The order of stability of carbocation is 
tert~ary > secondary >primary.Hyperconjugation has also been used to explain the above 
order 

Carbocations are also stabilised by resonance by phenyl and allyl groups. The order of stability 
of cations as a result of resonance effect is as follows : 

+ + + 
( C ~ H ~ ) ~ ~ '  > (C6H5)2CH > C6HsCH2 CH2 = CH-CH2 
triphenyf benzhydryl benzyl allyl 
methyl 

Thus, the electronic effecp; inductive and resonance play a major role in S N ~  mechanism 
whereas the steric effects are more important in SN2 mechanism. However, sometimes the 
steric effects become imkrtant in S N ~  reaction also. For example, apocamphyl chloride does 
not undergo solvolysis radily. This is due to the failure to attain a planar structure of the 
carbocation due to the rigidhicyclic structure of the molecule. SN2 reaction is also not possible 

* as the nucleophile cannot attack from the backside which is protected by the bicyclic ring. 
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apoc.~mphyl chloride 

Effect of the solvent 
S N ~  reaction is favoured by highly polar, protic solvents. Water is the most effective solvent 
for promoting ionisation, but many organic compounds are only very slightly soluble in it. 
Mixed solvents, such as methanol-water, acetone-water are more effective as their proportion 
in water is increased. Pure formic acid is also an effective ionising solvent. Non-hydroxylic 
solvents are almost all poor at promoting ionisation. 

Nature of the nucleophile 
Since in an SN1 reaction, the nucleophile attacks the carbocation after the rate determining 
step, it cannot affect the rate of the reaction. The second step will be fast for all nucleophiles. 
However, if the intermediate carbocation has a choice of several nucleophiles, then the nature 
of the product is determined by their relative nucleophilicities. The same general order of 
reactivity is found here as was discussed for SN2 reactions. 

Effects of the leaving goup  
Effect of the leaving group is relatively simple as in SN2 reactions. The more easily the bond to 
the leaving group is broken, the more reactive the substance will be. 

We have learned that an increase in solvent polarity increases the rate for most S N ~  reactions 
and lowers the rate For most SN2 reactions. Addition of salts has a similar effect (salt effect). 
Addition of leaving group ion decreases the rate of the fmt step in S N ~  reaction which is 
reversible (common-ion effect). Sometimes the Sh 1 rates are accelerated in the presence of 

i f  

metal ions, e.g., Agf, Hg, . These help to remove the leaving group. 

Ia some reactions proceeding by S N ~  mechanism, rearrangement occurs. An example has been 
given earlier in Unit 1 in the acetolysis of neopentyl tosylate 

0 

CH3 0 
II 

' CH3 OCCH3 
I I II I- 

CH3-C-CH20Ts 
CH3C00H > 

CH3-C-CH20CCH3 + CH3-C-CH2CH3 
. I I I 

CH3 CH3 CH3 
expected observed 
product product 

We have known that usually a primary halide, e.g., CH3Br undergoes hydrolysis in a SN2 
fashion and a tertiary halide, e.g., (CH3)sCCl generally follows a S N ~  mechanism. You would 
recall that the mechanism is not only dependent on the nature of the substrate but also on 
other conditions like the nucleophile, leaving group and the solvent. It is quite possible for a 
reaction to go by S N ~  mechanism in one solvent and by SN2 in another. What would be the 
mechanism in the case of secondary halides? Some reactions proceed both by SN1 and SN2 
mechanisms. These are borderline cases. Either both operate simultaneously or in some cases a 

with in an advanced course. 

In many substitution reactions, the nucleophile can also act as a base. In these cases, 
eliminbtion becomes a competitive readon along with substitution. This aspect will be 
covered in Unit 7 of this &urse. 

SAQ 6 

a) List the following carbocations in increasing order of stability. Justify your answer. 

+ 0,. 0- d 4 .  (CH~CH~)~CH.  (CHICH~IC. 

. . . 



b) Which in the following pairs wrould undergo a faster S N ~  reaction and why? 

i) (CH3)XI or (CH3CH&CHI 

............. .. ...................... ..... _._. 

iii) CH3Cl or CH30Ts 

3.5 NEIGHBOURING GROUP PARTICIPATION 
You know that the reactions of organic molecules are related to their structures; inductive, 
conjugative and steric effpcts play important roles to make molecules more reactive or 
otherwise. You may refresh your memory by reading up Unit 5 of Organic Chemistry Course. 
In such cases a group closer to the reaction site affects the reactivity without directly 
participating in the reaction. In this section, we will study some reactions in which a group 
lying near the reaction site; a neighbouring group, becomes bonded (either fully or partially) to 
the reaction centre in the substrate for sometime during a reaction. For example, in the 
sbbstitution of bromine in (L) - 2 - bromopropionate by the methoxy group; a retention in 
configuration is observed, both the substrate and the product have the same configuration. This 
reaction takes dace in dilute sodium methoxide in methanol. 

(L)-2-bromopropionate a-laaooc (L)-2-me~hoxypropion~e 
(not isola~ed) 

t 
The above result cannot be explained by either a SN2 mechanism (inversion in configuration) 
or a S h l  mechanism (partial racemisation). We have to think in terms of a neighbouring 
group like carboxylate group participating in the reaction. In the f ~ r s t  qtep (slow), the 
nucleophilic carboxylate ion displaces bromine attacking the asymmetric carbon atom from 
the backside leading to inversion. The methoxide ion attacks the carbon in the intermediate 
Trom the side opposite to the three-membered ring in the second step leading to a second 
inversion which nullifies the first. The net result is a retention of configuration of the substrate 
in the product. Thus, the observed stereochemistry supports the participation of a neighbouring 
group in this reaction. 

Sometimes an enhanced rate of a reaction also called as anchimeric assistance, provides an 
evidenm for the neighbouring group participation. It has been observed that 2-chloroethyl 
ethylsulphide is hydrolysed in aqueous acetone about 10,000 times faster than the 
corresponding ether. This rate difference cannot be explained by either electronic (inductive 
and conjugative) or steric effect. The larger sulphur atom povides an effective neighbouring 
yarticipatiol~ a s  compared to ail oxygr~l in the corresponding ether. 

/1 

0 s : - ~ ~ 2  - ~1 

/ \  / 
CH3CH2 CH; -C1- > CH3CH2SCH2CH20H + H+ 

CH; 
sulphonium ion 

(a s~rained ring) 

Aliphatic Nucleophilic 
Substitution 



Basic Concepts and Substitulions Besides the carboxylate anion and sulphide given above, other groups such as alkoxy ( b ~ ) ,  
amino or substituted amino (NH2, NHR, NRz,NHCOR), halogens (I, Br and Cl), ester 
(COOR), aryl (C6Hs and C6H4R), etc. act as neighbouring groups in many reactions. 

Sometimes a neighbouring r , o r  a o-bond may also participate in a reaction. ~tereochemical 
evidence or rate enhancement (anchimeric assistance) supports the participation of a 
neighbouring group or bond. Following are some selected examples from bicyclic system. 

It was found that the rate of acetolysis of tosylate-I is 10 I '  times faster than that of tosylate-I1 
and proceeds with retention of configuration. As you can see the only difference between the 
two being the > C = C < bond at 1, 2 position. This double bond is situated on the backside 
of the leaving tosylate and can give anchimeric assistance. Evidence is available in the actual 
(though fleeting) existence of nonclassical intermediate411 which confirms the assistance of 
C =  C group in departure of OTs group. Bridged cations containing pentavalent carbon with 
delocalised bonding electrons are known as nonclassical ions, e.g., 111 below : 

tosylale-Jl nonclassical 
intermediate-EI 

It is known that optically active cJ.ro - 2 - norbornyl brosylate undergoes acetolysis about 350 
times faster than the corresponding endd - isomer. A racemic mixture of exo -2 - norbornyl 
acetate is the product. Anchimeric assistance by the Cs - C6 o-bond (which IS on the 
backside to the leaving group, brosylate) explains the faster rate of IV as compared to VI. 
Intervention of a non classical ion V as an intermediate accounts for the formation of a 
racemic mixture. 

AcO 

exo-acetate 
7 

v 
exo-brosylate IV 

substituent (OBs) oriented 
Path B 

ouls~de the bicylic system H 

endo-brosylate VI 
substi~uent oricnred inside 

the bicyclic system 

3.6 S N ~  REACTIONS 

So far we have discussed substitution reactions which involve two reactants,,a substrate 
and a nucleophile. In some substitution reactions, the nucleophile is a part of the substrate. 
Such intramolecular substitutions are more rapid than the corresponding intermolecular 
reactions. 

These reactions are said to proceed by S N ~  mechanism meaning substitution nucleophilic 
internal, since both the nucleophile and the leaving group are part of a single molecule. 



Stereochemistry of these reactions shows retention of configuration at the asymmetric carbon 
atom. The first step is like that an SN l reaction, i.e., formation of an ion pair. In the second 
step, a part of the leaving group attacks only from the front side leading to retention of 
configuration. This mechanism can be shown in case of (D -)- 2 - octylchlorosulphite as 
follows : 

CH3 
1 I (?m A I 

CH3 

H-C-0-S = 0- H-C-0- O=S=O. H-C-C1 + SO2 
I I 

n-C6H13 C1 
IL~ s N i  

n-C6H13 C1 
I 

C6H13 

(D)-2-oclylchlorosulphite ion-pair (D)-2-chlorooctane 

As you can see, in reaction I, chlorine from chlorosulphite attacks the asymmetric carbon from 
the same side (internal return) leading to a retention of configuration. If, however, an external 
chloride ion is available in the presence of an amine like pyridine (reaction II), a normal S N ~  
reaction occurs with inversion of configuration. 

SAQ 7 
You know that substitution reaction can also occur intramolecularly. What product would 
you expect from the treatment of 4 - bromo - 1 - butanol with a base. Write the various steps 
involved. 

3.7 HYDROLYSIS Okl ESTERS AND ESTERIFICATION 

The mechanisms of nucleophilic substitution at a saturated carbon substrate have been given 
above. Nucleophiles readily attack the electron-deficient carbon atom in compounds 
containing carbonyl function. These reactions will be described in detail in Unit 6 of this 
course., In this section, some mechanisms of the hydrolysis of esters and esierification of 
carboxylic acids are given. 

3.7.1. Hydrolysis of Esters 
Hydrolysis of esters is catalysed by either bases or acids. It can be either unimoiecular or 
bimolecular. It can involve either acyl-oxjgcn or alkyl-oxygen cleavage. Thus sevkal 
mechanisms of hydrolysis of esters are pos\ihle. We will discuss two of the most common 
ones. 

acyl-oxygen alkyl-oxygen 
cleavage cleavage 

The alkaline hydrolysis of estep ;has been studEd in great detail. This reaction has been shuwn 
to be bimolecular. The mte is' dependent on the concentration of ester as well as of hydroxide 
ion. 

rate = k [ester] [OH-] 

It is believed to occur Ga a tetrahedral i n t e d i a t e  (sp2 hybridised carboxyl carbon is 
trigonal). Using labelled esters it has been shorn that the acyl-oxygen cleavage takes place in 
thebydrolysis of many esters. The labelled oxygen is present in the alcohol part and not in 
carboxylate anion. 
- 

Aliphatic Nucleophilic 
Substitution 
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1 1  + OH- ~ ~ c - 1 ~ 0 ~ '  - RCOO + R"'oH 

The accepted mechanisn is : 

0 
11 IS +OH- /P 18 fast //O 18 

R- C-- OR' ' R- C- OR'- R-C + R'- 0-+ R-C + RD- OH 
l a  'OH '0' 

OH 
tetrahedral 

The above mechanism 6 1 called B A C ~ ,  base-catalysed acyl-oxygen cltavage, bimolecular. 
AU the steps in this cas: aie not reversible. l'hu esterification of carbxylic acids in basic 
medium is not observed The acid is converted to carboxylate anion h&his medium. The 
anion, being negatively charged is not attacked by nucleophiles (either R'O- or R'OH). 

In acid medium, initial protonation of the' carboxyl oxygen followed by attack of water 
(nucleophile), proton exchange, loss of alwhd (acyl-oxygen cleavw), and subsequent 
deprotonation gives the carboxylic acid. This is called A ~ c 2  mechanism; acid-catalysed, 
acyl-oxygen cleavage, bimolecular. In this mechanism each step &reversible. Hence 
estedication is carried out in the presence of an acid. 

R-C- OR' 

The wmmon acid catalyts used in esteri£ication of carboxylic acids with alcohols are either 
sulphuric acid or ptoluene sulphonic acid. Eskrification is reverse of hydrolysis. The yield d 
ester can be ins@ by a shift of equiliria to the left. This can be acfiieved by, 

6 
i) using excess of aloohol, 
ii) removal of ester by distiUation (being more volatile), and 
iii) removal of water by a dehydrating agent a molecular sieve. 

SAQ 8 
Write T for true and F for false in front of the statements bven below : 
a) acyl-oxygen fission is more common in ester hydrolysis. 

b) esters undergo hydrolysis only by an S N ~  mechanism. 

c) acid catalysed hydrolysis of esters follows a reversible pattern. 

d) cleavage of acyl-oxygen bond is the rate determining step in alkaline ester hydrolysis. 

e) esterification of carboxylic acids proceeds rapidly in basic medium. 

3.8 SUMMARY 

Now we will summarbe what all has been dbcussed about nucleophilic substitution reactpns 
in this unit. 

Nucleophiic substitution reactions are very ammon in aliphatic campounds. The most 
common mechanisms Mlowed in these r&ns are the SN2 and the SN~. SN2 is a 
bimolecular mechanism where the nucleophile attacks the substrate fmm the side opposite to 



Aliphatic Nucleophilic 
Substitution 

that of the leaving group. The rate of the reaction depends upon the concentration of both h e  
nucleophile and the suhstrate.'We obseme an inversion of configuration in these reactions. 

S N ~ ,  in contrast to the SN2 is a unimolecular mechanism where the first step is the formation 
of a carbocation followed by attack of the nucleophile in tbe second step. The rate dete-8 
itep here is the formation of the carbocation and the rate depends only upon the concentration 
of the substrate. Both S d  and S N ~  reactions are affected by variables like the structure of tbe 
substrate, the nature of the nucleophile, the nature of the leaving group and the nature of tbe 

Nucleophilic substitution reactions go faster if neighbouring groups or n or a bonds 
participate in stabilising the carbocation formed. This is called anchimeric assistance. It often 
results in the formation of nonclassical carbocations. Besides the mechanisms discussed above, 
aliphatic compounds undergo substitution by S N ~  type of mechanism also. Here we observe an 
intramolecular reaction in which the nccleophile is a part of the substrate. 

Nucleophilic substitution takes place at an unsaturated carbon also. One such example is the 
carbonyl carbon, like in esters Hydrolysis of esters is an important reaction for studyidg the 
mechanism of nucleophilic substitution reactions of this type. Esters undergo both alkaline and 
acid hydrolysis by SN2 or S N ~  mechanism. Isotope labelling studies show that in both cases, 
acyl-oxygen fission is more common than the alkyl-oxygen fission. 

3.9 TERMINAL QUESTIONS 

1) The S N ~  reactibn of 1-bromo, 2-2-dimethylpropane (neopentylbromide) with NaOEt 
proceeds about 0.00001 times slower than the d o n  of bromoethane. Explain. 

2) Suggest reagents for the preparation of following compounds : 

CH3CH20CH2CH2CH3 

3) Arrange the following cornporn& with r a p d  to e a m e g  SNI ructivity. Jwify your 
answer. 

C1 
I 

a) (CH3)C - Cl. 0 C(CH~)ICI. C H ~ C H ~ C H C H ~  

b) (CHj)jC-F, (CHs)3 C-Br, (CH3)3 C-OH 
4) lchlor0-1,2di~harylethane reacts with the nucleophiles F and (C~H~)JN: at exactly 

the same rate. Why? 

5)  Arrange the following two sets of compounds in decreasing order as leaving groups In 
nucleophilic substitution : 

b) Clf;,Cl; B;, CHsaO;, OH- 

3.10 ANSWERS 
3 

=-Questtoas 

1) The back side approach of the incoming nucleophile is blocked by rigid carbon skeleton 
of the biiclic substrate m o l d e .  53 



2) a) CH2 = CHCHzCl> CHsCH2CH24 C1 > CH,CH:CHCH~ 
The ally1 ha%e is most mctive because of unsaturation than the primary halide 

. .. 
without an ally1 group which, ~n turn 1s more reactive than the secondary halide 
because of steric reasons. 

b) (CH3)2 CHCHzBr > (CH& CHBr > (CH3)l CCH2Br 
Most reactive halide being the primary than the secondary which is more reactive than 
a primary halide with too much of steric hinderance at a C atom next to the reaction 

4) CHsCH2CH2yHs f CHsCH2CH2Br <M,CH2CH20Ts 
The readvity is m thrs order because the order of reactivity of the leaving groups in these 4 
.compounds is the same viz., OCH; < BL < OTs- 

5) (CH3)zCHBr + NO;----? (CH3)2 CH - NO2 t 

When reactions are carried out under conditions most favourable for the Sh2 mechanism, 
the nucleophile, NO: will attack the substrate through thc nitrogen atom to form nitro 
compound. Therefore, polar aprotic solvent incapable of dissociating the initial compound - 
into ions should be used. 

Inductive effect, steric effect and hyperconjugation are responsible for this stability 
order. 

b) i) (CH3)sCI - because tertiary carbocation fonned in the reaction would be 
more stable than the secondary. 

ii) (CH3)zCHI - because iodine is a better leaving group than c h l o ~ e .  
iii) CHs - OTs - G u s e  tayl group is a better leaving group. 

8) a) T b) F c) T d) F e) F 

Terminal Questloos 

a2vationr energy is high and the rate is slow. 
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C1 
-I 

3) a] CH&H~CHCH~ < (CHhC - C1< Q c ( c H ~ ~  - CI 

the carbocations formed by these have the same order of stability, ie., a 
seumdary carbation b less stable than a tertiary which in turn is less stable 
thah the &tion which is attached to phenyl ring. 

b) (CH3)2 C - OH < (CH3 3 C - F < (CH3 3C - Br 
- These would nodoubt le& to the same carbocations but the laving groups 

havq the increasing order of the ease with which they can be removed as given 
~ ~ o H - < F - < B ~ -  

4) The compound reat% by an S N ~  mechanism. The rate of substitution is independent of 
the concentration of the nucleophile. Hence same rate in the two cases. 

5 

I )  a) C H ~ ~ E O ; > H 2 0 >  - 0 6  

b) Br > C1- > CH3COj > OH- > CH3 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In Unit 1, you studied about various kinds of reactions and learnt that alkenes undergo 
addition reactions, e.g., ethene would add on a molecule of bromine and give a dibromo 
product. The reaction, 
CH2 = CHI + Br2 4 BrCHzCH2Br 

is quite facile and is accompanied by a substantial decrease in enthalpy. On the other hand if 
we take benzene as our substrate and make it react with Brz as in the above case, we do not 
get the addition product so readily. The reaction is endothermic. The benzene-bromine 
reaction becomes quite favourable in the presence of a Lewis acid like FeBr; but here it 
chooses to undergo substitution rather than addition. 

Further, aromatic compounds are comparatively unreactive towards nucleophilic substitution 
reactions which are so characteristic of aliphatic compounds. Aromatic compounds undergo 
nucleophilic substitution only under very severe conditions. The question arises as to why do 
benzene like compounds behave differently towards addition or nucleophilic substitution and 
opt for electrophilic substitution instead. In this unit, we would first make an attempt to look 
for the reasons for this different behaviour of aromatic compounds. Then we would study in 
detail the mechanism of electrophilic substitution reactions which the aromatic compounds 
undergo. We would also study the mechanism of aromatic nucleophilic substitution reactions 
where ever these can occur. 

Objectives I 
After studying this unit you should be able to : 

explain aromaticity in terms of experimental and theoretical criteria and also ascertain the 
, aromaticity of a given compound, 

describe the mechanism of various electrophilic substitution reactions of benzene, like, 
56 halogenation, nitration, sulphonation, alkylation and acylation, 

j 



describe the mechanism of electrophilic substitution reactions in heteroaromatic compounds ~romrtic Electmphflic 
and compare it with that in benzene, Substitution 

explain orientation and reactivity in aromatic electrophilic substitution, 

describe the s ~ A r 2  and benzyne mechanisms of aromatic nucleophilic substitution, and 

compare the SNAR mechanism of aromatic nucleophilic substitution with that of S N ~  
mechanism of aliphalic nucleophilic substitution. 

4.2 AROMATICITY 

The relative inertness of benzene towards addition and nucleophilic substitution as highlighted 
above is attributed to its aromatic nature. Similar behaviour is observed for other aromatic 
coppounds also. Let us try to understand the meaning of aromaticity. 

you would have learnt that the term "aromatic" was derived from the Greek word 'aroma' 
meaning fragrance. Now a days this definition of aromatic compounds does not hold, though 
the name is still retained and is in wide use. 

Originally aromaticity was associated with a certain stability inspite of a high degree of 
unsaturation. The unsaturated systems which underwent substitution in preference to addition 
were called aromatic. This property is a characteristic of benzene and its derivatives. 

Besides undergoing electrophilic substitution reactions, benzene has low enthalpies of 
combustion and hydrogenation. The values are much lower than the ones expected from the Hydrogen deficiency index ofbenzene 
degree of unsaturation corresponding to its molecular formula. The low values suggest an = C h  H14 -C6 He 

unusual degree of stabilisation of the molecule. This can be explained as follows. Experimental =8'2 = 4  

data for catalytic hydrogenation of cyclohexene shows a value of 1 19.7 kJ mol '. The value 
for 1, 3cyclohexadiene is expected to be twice that for cyclohexene and, in fact, it is 231.8 kJ 
mol. I.  On the same analogy we might predict the heat of hydrogenation for cyclohexatriene to 
be approximately three times the cyclohexene value. The actual value as indicated by the 
energy released during hydrogenation of benzene is 208.4 kJ mol-'. This, as you can see, is 
150.6 kJ mol-I. less than the expicted value. In other words benzene has 150.6 kJ mol- 
"extra" stability. Heats of hydr~enation of benzene, cyclohexadiene and cyclohexene are 
schematically shown below. 
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This stabilisation is explained on the basis of resonance concept. You would recall that 
Kekule, based on his intuition, proposed two forms of benzene molecule with alternate double 
bonds. This structure of benzene is unable to explaid the unusual stability of benzene. Also it \ 

was found that according to the Kekule formula, benzene should have three single (1 54 pm) 
and three double (134 pm)hnds. But actual measurements have been shown that all the 
carboncarbon bond lengths of benzene are equal (1 39 pm) which are intermediate between a 
single and a double bond. To explain this, it has been conceivedthat benzene is a resonance 
hybrid of two Kekule structures. A and B, and is represented by structure C. In structure C, - 



Basic Concepts ~~bstituti011~ the ring is shown with a circle inside. Resonance explains the exma stability and equivalence of 
2-C bond lengths. The stabilisation energy discussed above is referred to as resonance _ 
energy. The unusual stabilisation due to resonance is yet another criterion for aromaticity. 

Orbital picture of benzene 
Benzene is visualised as a symmetrical, flat, planar molecule having a regular hexagonal shape. 
Each carbon atom is bonded to two other carbon atoms and one hydrogen atom by o bonds 
using sp2 hybrid orbitals, Fig. 4.l(a). 

j 

Fig. 4.1 : a) o Skeleton of benzene 
b) H Bond formalion in be- 
C) H Cloud in benzene 

Third p orbital of each C atom lies perpendicular to the plane of the molecule and has a lobe 
each, above and below the plane, Fig. 4.l(b). Thesep orbitals, have one electron each. The 
sideways overlap of these p orbitals accounts for the sr bonding in benzene. The six electrons 
which form an electron cloud above and below the plane of the ring are called aromatic sextet, 
Fig. 4.l(c). An electrical disturbance at any carbon of the benzene ring is readily transmitted to 
the other parts of the molecule. This as you know is indicated in the resonance effect by 
placing + ve or - ve c b g e  on alternate carbons of benzene ring as shown below for 
phenoxide ion and nitrobenzene. 

phenoxide ion 

The orbital picture accounts for the equivalence of six G-C bonds. The delocalisation of Ti 
electrons explains the extra stability of benzene. Other chemical and spectroscopic properties 
of benzene can also be explained by this structure. 

Spectroscopy (pmr) 
The delocalised TF cloud above and below the flat molecule manifests itself in terms of a 
significant experimental observation. In PMR spectrum, the olefinic protons are expected to 
give a signal around 5.0 - 6.50 6, but in the case of benzene, the signal is observed quite 
downfield, at 7.27 6. In the presence of a magnetic Add, a current is induced into thc n 
electrons and as the electrons are delocalised over the whole ring, a ring current is generated. 
'Qis ring current has a induced magnetic field that adds to the applied field at the protons. 



This experimental property, i.e, the sustenance of a ring current in pmr is yet another criterion 
I for aromaticity. 

Circulating n electrons 

Deshielded proton 

Induced magnetic field 

Applied magnetic field 
J 

Fig. 4.2 : Rhg current in b e n e  La ppence of applied 8eM. 

Molecular orbital description of ammaticity 
So far we have tried to define aromatic compounds in terms of some experimental property; 

Some aromatlc Compounds 
electrophilic substitution instead of addition, unusual stability or sustenance of ring current, etc. 

I Currently aromaticity is defined in terms of molecular orbital terminology-a theoretical 
I approach. Aromatic compounds have particularly stable arrangement of sr-molecular orbitals. n  = o 
I This is given by Huckel molecular orbital (HMO) theory. According to this theory, planar, ( 4 n + 2 ) r Z 2  

monocyclic, completely tonjugat4 hydrocarbons will be aromatic, when the ring contains 
T 

Cyclopropen~l 
(4n + 2)n electrons where n is an integer (that is 0, 1,2 ...). This is called 4n + 2 rule or 

cation 

In the case of conjugated, planar molecules, Huckel's approach treats the IT electrons 
independent of a framework. As stated above, in benzene the six overlappingp orbitals on six 
carbons constitute its IT system. These give rise to six molecular orbitals as shown in Fig. 4.3. 
The orbitals below the dashed line are bonding while the ones above it are antibonding. If the 
electrons are placed in bonding molecular orbitals, the molecule is stabilised, while the 
presence of electrons in antiboncung molecular orbitals destabilises the molecule. Since 
benzene has 6 electrons, all of these are ammodated into three bonding molecular orbitals. 
This leads to a considerable amount of stabilisation which accounts for the experimental facts. 
When the sr bonding molecular orbitals are filled completely with electrons, it imparts extra 

r stability. Addition or removal of one or more electrons decreases stability. 

a + 2j3 Ib - 
Fig. 4 3  : MO energy level diagram for benzene. 

Similar molecular orbital analysis of various conjugated systems eventually led Hickel to 
propose his rule for aromaticity as enunciated above. Let us now briefly summarise various 
criteria which make a given unsaturated compound aromatic. 

Resistance to undergo addition or nucleophilic substitution and instead show electrophilic 
substitution. 

9 Unusual stabilisation due to delocalisation of sr electrons suggested by low enthalpies of 
combustion and hydrogenation. 

Sustenance of ring current in pmr spectnun. 



B~~~ c~~~~~ Pnd s~~~~~~ Having understood ttie characteristin of aromatic compounds, let us now see. why knztne 
doe. not undergo addition reactlots Now, if benzene were to undergo an addition reaction. 
the product formed would have two carhon atoms in the ring which would be sp' hybridised. 
As a consequence, the ring becomes somewhat strained and nonplanar. Further thc 
delocalisation of rr electrons in the ring is also reslricted to 4 carbon atoms destroying the 
complete conjugation in benzene. 

As this n cloud is responsible for the extra stability of benzene, its disruption causes the energy 
of the product to increase and as such the -tion is not favodred. 

c 

I I  

yet it is not an  aromatic compound. Explain. / 

4.3 AROMATIC -ELECTROPHILIC SUBSTITUTION 

its being aromatic that is the mechanism of reactions generally undergone by aromatic 
compounds. You have studied that aromatic compounds have got a delocalised cloud of .rr 
electrons which is available for a reaction, i.e., aromatic compounds behave like Lewis b-. 
Reagents which are deficient in electrons and ate seeking them, namely, the electrophiles, react 
easily with aromatic compounds and give the product. Here a hydrogen atom is replaced by 4 

1 



I 
Despite a wide range of electrophilic species and number of aromatic ring systems capable of Aromatic Electrophiiic 

I undergoing electrophilic substitution, a generalised mechanism holds for a large majority of Substitution 
I electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions. Generation of the electrophile, identity of the rate 

determining step and the shape of the potential energy diagram depends on the specific 
::action involved. However, the series of steps and nature of the intermediate are quite similar 

I in all these cases. We will first give the generalised mechanism of aromatic electrophillc 
substitution, thereafter, we would study the mechanism of specific reactions. 

4.4 MECHANISM OF AROMATIC ELECTROPHILIC 
SUBSTITUTION REACTIONS (AESR) 

1 We will take up a general reaction between benzene as substrate and a reagent, EZ. The 
obvious first step in the reaction would be generation of the electrophile from the reagent. 
Generation of the electrophile in different electrophilic substitution reactions takes place by 
widely different ways. We will represent it as a simple dissoc~ation of the reagent molecule, - 

1 

EZ. 

EZ + E + + z -  

Once the electrophile, iE+ is generated in the reaction, it enters into some kind of a weak 
interaction with the .rr cloud of benzene ring leading to the formation of a T-complex. This 
srcornplex is a donor-acceptor type of a complex, benzene being the donor and electrophile, 
the acceptor. This is generally reversible and is not associated with any kind of positional 
selectivity. The complex may or may not be involved directly in the substitution mechanism. It 
is represented as follows : 

0 + .+- 0. 
n - complex 

Mechanistically important is the formation of a a-complex in a slow step. The a-complex is an 
intermed~ate In which carbon at the site of substitution is bonded to both the electrophile and 
the group to be displaced. 

b i u m  ica 
a c a n p l u  

The intermediate is a cyclohexadienyl cation also called as benzenium ion (in general arenium 
ion) and is resonance stabilised. Here the positive charge is delocalised in the ring. The 
intermediate is represented with a broken circle inside the ring as shown below : 

The reaction is completed by abstration of the proton or the group to be replaced with the 
help of a suitable base (fast step). The leaving group is also ah electrophile. 



cmcepls md Substitutions Thus, the general mechanism of an aromatic electrophilic reaction can be summarised as 
below : E 

n-complex 

mechanism. 

Evidence for mechanisn of electrophilic substitution 
Evidence for a two step mechanism of electrophilic substitution has been obtained from the 
study of mechanism of specific reactions. In the first instance, one would like to seek evidence 
for the very involvement of an elect;ophile in such reactions. To this effect nitration reaction 
has been studied in detail. On the basis of kinetic studies, it has been shown that the active 
electrophile in nitration reaction is nitronium ion, NO:'. The reaction is observed to be second 
order for relatively unreactive substrates, first order in the nitrating reagent and also first order 
in the aromatic substrate. Presence of NO?' ion has also been detected spectroscopically in the 
nitrating mixture, H:SO4 + HNO,. It has further been supported by freezing point depression 
data. 

Isotope effects 
The next question which comes up is how do we ascertain the presence of two discrete steps in 
the mechanism and also that the formation of a -complex is the rate determining step. Answer 
to this question can be obtained from the study of kinetic isotope effect. 

You would recall from Unit 2, that if the rate of a reaction depends on a step which involves 
breaking of a C-H bond, then a kinetic isotope effect (KH/KI)) of 6-7 is expected. Absence 
of any significant isotope effect in aromatic electrophilic substitution (except sulphonation) 

than the second. 

The most convincing evidence for the mechanism is the actual isolation of certain 
u complexes. Th'ese are trapped in some cases. For example, treatment of carboxylate anion, 

H3 
I, with bromine, gives the cyclohexadienyl lactone 11. The intramolecular attack of the 
carboxylate group on the u complex occurs. The schematic potential energy diagram for 
generalised mechanism is given in Fig. 4.4. 

R&bn coordinate 

Fig. 4.4 : Schematic potential energy diagram for the generalised mechanism of AESR 



Based on the above discussion try the following SAQ. Aromatic Electrophilic 
Substitution 

SAQ 2 
Write down the mechanism for nitration of benzene. The electrophile is nitronium ion, NO?'. 

...i...... " .............................. """" ............................................................................... " .................................... 
' 

Gaving understood the generalised mechanism of aromatic electrophilic substitution reactions. 
let us now take up special features in specific reactions. 

1 

4.4.1 Halogenation 
Halogenation of an aromatic ring is a synthetically important reaction. It takes place in the 
presence of varied reaction conditions depending on the reactivity of the aromatic ring. For 
very reactive aromatic compounds in polar solvents, the molecular halogens themselves may 
act as electrophiles. In the case of nonpolar solvents, halogenation is catalysed by a Lewis a ~ i d  
like AICIj or FeCI, Reactivity of halogens has the following order, 

1; < Brz < CI: ~ 1 ~ 1 ~  

Let us take chlorination as a representative reaction to understand the mechanism of 
halogenation. Chlorine, in the presence of AlCI3 or FeC13 forms a complex, C12- AICI? This 
complex can itself be the reactive electrophile or it may dissociate to give Cl'. 

1 
H\ /C1 

CI: - AICI? + ~12 '  '+ AICI, I 
Hewever, there is no significant evidence for the involvement of CI' as an electrophile and it is 
likely that the complexitself attacks the substrate. In the C1:- AICI3 complex, roie of the 
Lewis acid is to polarise the halogen molecule and weaken the CI - CI bond. This lowers the 
activation enerev for the formation of a -comvlex. Fig. 4.5, a 

I 

Fig. 4.5 : Schematic potential energy diagram for chlorination of benzene with CI1( - ) and ClzAlCl3 
(---- ') as the electrophile 

Bromination follows a similar mechanism. As said above, iodine is weakest of the three 
halogens and even in the presence of a Lewis acid, it can halogenate reactive aromatics only. 
Therefore, in most other cases iodine-monochloride is used in the presence of Lewis acid, ZnC12 
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Mechanism of nitration reaction has been studied quite thoroughly. Nitration of an aromatic 
ring can be brought about by HNO,, if the ring is very reactive. Otherwise a nitrating mixture 

In the case of nitrating mixture, the sulphuric or perchloric acid-force the weaker nitric acid to 
ac( as a base and produce nitronlum ion. The nitronium ion has been detected 
spectroscopically in the nitrating mixture. Cryoscopic measurements show that the common 

HSOi 
nitrating mixture forms four particles in the solution, consistent with the equation given above 

Nitronium ion can be convened into crystalline salts by anions like tetrafluoroborate. 
Solutions of these salts also nitrate aromatic compounds proving the involvement of nitroniun 

.Represknt nitration of benzene on a schematic pbtential energy diagram suitably indicating 

sulphonation of Gzene  is given below : 

SulpKonation is different from other AESRs. Firstly, it is reversible and secondly, it snow, 
som< amount of isotope effect which is totally absent in otlrermes LRtuskwe a look at the 
potential energy diagram, Fig. 4.6, of sulphonation reaction to understand these anomalies. 

I 

'F!..cHon~Ku& - 
Fig. 4.6 : PotRlW energy &gram fk sulphonation of bmzene (- 



We see that once the a -complexed benzenium intermediate is formed, the en erg^ b- arriers on - Aromatic Electrophilic 
either side of the intermediate are roughly of the same magnitude. This means that the Substitution 

intermediate can cross over to the product and can also come back to the reactant. This 
accounts for a reversible nature. Now, if we have the deuterated substrate, then the potential 
energy diagram gets slightly modified (dotted curve). The barrier to step II becomes higher as 
it now involves the cleavage of C-D bond. The barrier for step I, on the other hand, remains 
the same as it pertains to a complex formation. The rate of its reverting back to reactants is 
higher than its crossover to the product. Therefore, there is a net decrease in the overall rate of 
sulphonation for deuterated substrate-it shows a kinetic isotope effect. The loss of proton'(step 11) 
is the slowest step (rds). The equilibrium in step I11 lies to the left as aryl sulphonic acids are 
strong acids. 

In the case of other electrophilic substitutions, in constrast, energy barrier for the first step is 
much higher than that for the second step even for a deuterated substrate. 

4.4.4 Alkylation I 
Introduction of an akyl group in an aromatic ring is called alkylation. Alkyl halides in the 
presence of Lewis acids like AIC13, FeBrl, GaCIq, etc. bring about alkylation in aromatic 
systems. This reaction is known as Friedel-Crafts alkylation. Lewis acid generates the 
electrophile from the alkyl halide by polarising the C-X bond. For example, I 
In the case of tertiary halides, as given above, the carbocation is reasonably stable and can act 
as an electrophile in free state. In primary and secondary alkyl halides, the alkyl halide-catalyst 

In the presence of strong acids and a catalyst, even alcohols or alkenes can provide suitable 
electrophiles for alkylation. 

(CH3)*C = CH. + BF3 + HF * (CH&C'BF; 

The Friedel-Crafts alkylation rhdion is a very useful and simple method of introducing alkyl 
substituents. One has to be cautious while using it because it has some limitations which 
restrict its usefulness. The first limitation is that, once an alkyl group is introduced into an 
aromatic ring, it becomes more reactive towards alkylation. As a consequence, one ge.ts a 
mixture of mono-, di- and trisubstituted products instead of the required mono-substituted 
products. I 
Benzene, being readily available and relatively inexpensive, may be used in large excess to 
avoid these additional reactions. 

Another major drawback is that certain carbocations once generated can undergo some kind 
of rearrangement to the more stable isomeric carbocation. As a consequence one gets a 
mixture of alkyl-substituted products. For example, Ichloropropane reacts with benzene in 
the presence of AICI3 to give Zphenylpropane (isopropylbenzene) as the major product as 
against the expected I-phenylpropane (n-propylbenzene). 

D 

Alkylation reaction does not work in the presence of deactivating groups on the aromatic ring 
or a group like .NH? which can form a complex with the catalyst and deactivate the ring. 





Five membered pyrrole is n-excessive while six membered pyridine is H-deficient though the 
heteroatorn is same in both the cases. You can understand this by writing the various possible 
reasonating structures a5 given below : 

As you can see, while in the case of pyrrole, there is an excess of hegative charge on the ring 
n-electron cloud is depleted in the case of pyridine. This variation in the density of the 
H-cloud affects their reactivity towards electrophilic substitution. The H-excessive heterocycles 
are more reactive than benzene and the T-deficient ones are deactivated with respect to 
benrene as, nitrobenzene. Let us try to compare benzene and these heterocycles. 

4.5.1 Comparison between Benzene and Pyridine 
Pyridine is structurally similar to benzene but for the heteroatom. Due to its being n-deficient, 
it is a weak nucleophile as compared to benzene and as such it is much less reactive towards 
electrophilic substitution reactions. You know that a similar deactivation of the ring occurs in 
nitrobenzene (Unit 3, CHE-05). Besides the presence of positive charge over the ring in the 
resonating structures, there is yet another factor that makes pyridine deactivated towards 
electrophilic substitution reactions, that is the presence of a lone pair on nitrogen. Because of 
this, it can coordinate with a Lewis acid and acquire positive charge which further deactivates 
the ring. 

As against benzene, where all the six pofitions are alike for monosubstitution, in the case of 
pyridine, the reactivities of different positions are different. Electrophilic substitutions can take 
place at position 2,3 or 4. 

A \ / 

Of the three a-complexes possible, the 3-substituted a-complex is more stable than the 2-or 4- 
substituted ones. The ocomplex in 3-substitution is stabilised by resonance as shown below : 

Where as in the case of the 2-or bsubstituted complex, one of the canonical forms would have 
positive charge (sextet) on nitrogen atom which makes it relatively unstable. As a result 
electrophilic substitution takes piace, in case of pyridine, with difficulty under rigorous 
conditions as given in scheme 11. 



Basic Cnncepts and Substitutions Another point of difference between benzene and pyridine is that pyridine does not undergo 
Friedel-Crafts alkylation or acylation. This is so because the Lewis acid catalyst added for the 
reaction gets attiiqhed to nitrogen through its lone pair. As a consequence, the aromatic ring 
gets further deactivated. 

SAQ 5 
Write canonical structures for the o-complex of Zand Csubstituted pyridine. 

4.5.2 Comparison between Benzene and 5-Membered Heternaromatics 
After comparing benzene and pyridine, let us now try to see how do five membered 
heteroaromatic compounds behave, vis-a-vis benzene, towards electrophilic substitution 
reactions. As pointed out earlier these five membered heteroaromatics belong to T-excessive 
systems. All the three are more reactive than benzene. The reactivity order, 

pyrrole > furan > thiophene 

is.paralle1 to the electron donating capacities of the heteroatoms, N > 0 > S, as expected' 
from the electronegativity and size. We shall take pyrrole as a representative of the five 
membered heteroaromatics for our discussion here. 

Due to its high reactivity and for the fact that pyrrole tends to polymerise in acidic solutions, 
conditions for electrophilic substitution reactions are much milder, similar to phenol or aniline 
and unusual as compared to benzene. Typical reactions of pyrrole are given in scheme 111. 

As is evident from this scheme, substitution takes place at Zposition. Reason for this becomes 
clear if we write the reasonating structures for 2 and 3-substituted o complexes. 

We seerhslt the positive charge in the case of Zsubstitution can be very effectively del~cali~ed 
by the 4, 5 C = C bond, which is not the case in 3-substitution. 

SAQ 6 
Complete the following reactions. Give only the products. 



4.6 ORIENTATION AND REACTIVITY IN AROMATIC 
ELECTROPHJLIC SUBSTITUTION 

You know that in the w e  of benzene we get just one monosubstituted product in electrophilic 
substitution as all the positions are equivalent. However, for substitution in a compound which 
already has a group attach& to the ring, three disubstituted products, (1, 2), (1, 3), (1,4) 
commonly called ortho, meta and para meaning next to, between and opposite, respectively 
are possible. These are abbreviated as 0, m, and p. 

b+ E + - , b E ;  \ &; \ + 
E 

1. 2 (ortho) 1. 3 (mcta) 1 .  4 bra) 

One may ask, are at1 the three products formed in equal amounts or is there somekind of 
oreference? Let us take two examdes. 

We see that nitratjon of nitrobenzene and methylbenzene gives entirely different co/nposition 
of the products. While meta product is predominant in the case of nitrobenzene, ortho and 
para products are favgured in methylbenzene. We see that a nitro substituent on benzene ring 
'directs' the second substituent to the meta position. Such a substituent is called mefa directing. 
Similarly, C& group is an example of an otrho/para directing substituent. 

Besides being different in their 'directing' tendencies, CH, and NO2 groups differ in one more 
a s w t  and that is the rate of the reaction. If we compare the reactivities of benzene, 



Basic Concepts and Substilution\ methylbenzene and nitrobenzene towards nitration reaction, we find that, 
methylbenzenei > benzene > > > nitrobenzene 

24 1 10 
i.e., as compared to benzene, methylbenzene is about 24 times more reactive while 

I nitrobenzene is about ten million times less reactive. CH3 group is called an activating group, 
1 while NO? is a deactiwting group for electrophilic substitution of aromatic compounds. By 

1 Table 4.1 : List o f  substitumts-their reactivity eliec6s and directive influence 

Activating Deactivating 
O R  -NO2 

-NR -CF3 
-NHCOCH r -CCI, 

--alkyl COOR 
C O N R z  

Deactivating 
-F - q o R  

-(.I -NR3 
- 131 -PR, 
- 1  - C z N  

'Theory of Orientation and Reactivity 

You would recall that in AESR, the rate determin~ng step is the formation of acomplex, i.e., 
the rate of the reaction would be determined by the free energy of adivation, AG'. Reactivity 
and orientation are both essentially kinetic effects and are due to the interplay of resonance 
and inductive effects. These can be rationalised in terms of the alteration in the AG". We 
would make an attempt to understand this correlation. 

which are responsible for the orientational effect and reactivity. If Y = H, the overall stability 
in case of ortho, para and meta attack is same and there is no preference which, in fact, is true 
since for Y = H, the substrate is benzene itself. 

If the substituent Y happens to have a + I effect (e.g., CH3 group), i.e,, it is an electron 
releasing group, then it would be able to reduce the positive charge on the carbon bearing it 



As a consequence, this structure becomes m;re stable than the other two resonating structures. 
The overall stability of the intermediate in the case of ortho/para attack becomes more than 
that in meta attack and we say that CH? group is a ortho/para directing group. 

In terms of potential energy diagrams the relative reactivities would depend on AG , i.e., if we 
wish to assess the relative rates we need to estimate energies of the transition states. Such an 
estimate is difficult but since the transition state resembles the a -complex in its structure and 
energy we can use the mergy and stability of the a -complex for argument. 

The schematic potential energy diagram for the reaction on methylbenzene as compared with 
that on benzene is given in Fig. 4.7. For simplification it is assumed that the reactants in both 
the cases have equal energies. 

I Transition states 

/// intermediate 

Readion coordinate - 
Fig. 4.7 : Schematic potential energy diagram for AESR in benzene (- - - -) and methylbenzene ( - ) 
Since an electron releasing group like CH,, in general, activates the ring towards electrophilic 
attack, the energy of the intermediate in the case of methylbenzene is lower than that in 
benzene. The transition state in the case of orthdpara attack has lower energy than that in the 
case of meta attack. 

If the substituent is an electron withdrawing group (e.g., NO2 group) then it would make the 
encircled structures especially unstable byjncreasing the positive charge on the carbon bearing 
this substituent. As a cmsequence the ortho/'ra attack is unfavourable as compared to the 
meta attack. The major product in such a case is meta and the group is catled meta directing. 
As the electron withdrawing groups, in general, deactivate the ring towards electrophilic 
attack, the three possible intermediates would be of higher energy as compared to the 
intermediate in case of benzene. Further, the' energy for the ortho/pala case would be 
relatively higher than that of the meta. The potential energy diagram is shown in Fig. 4.8. 

transition states 
I 

Seedents 

Reaction coordinate - 
Fig. 4.8 : Sfhematic potential energy diagram for AESR in benzone (- - - - ) and nitrobenzene (-) 

Aromatic Electrophilic 
Substitution 



&.sic Concepts and Substitutions NOW if we take the case where the substituent is a halogen, the relative energies of the 
intermediates change. As halogens also have a --I effect, i.e., they withdraw electrons, they 
also deactivate the ring in general and the order of energies is expected to be similar to the 
ones given in Fig. 4.8. But in this case another effect comes into play whereby the halogen 
lone pair can enter into an interaction with the benzenium ion. 

This gives additional resonating structures for @tho and para intermediates as shown below : 

4s a consequence the e~ergies of ortho/para intermediates become bwer than that of the 
neta ~ntermediate. The potential energycliagram for such a case is given in Fig. 4.9. So, the 
hitlogens as you can see, inspite of being electrm withdrawing (deacti~ting) would be 
ortho/para directing. 

translion states 

m attack 

/-'--- 

T 
2. w 
s . -__-_ 
0 - intermediates 
m .- 
I c 
Q) 

5 
n 

Reaction coordinate 

Fig. 4.9 : Schematic potential energy diagram for AESR in benzene (- - - -) and chlorobenzene ( -- I 

SAQ 7 

Predict the products of the following reactions. 

ii) 

The nature of product in electrophilic aromatic substitution very often depends upon the 
conditions of the reactbn s ~ h  as the nature of substrate, nature of reagent;order of reagents . 
and temperature. The following examples are illustrative : 



e Nature of substrate Aromatic ~krbophik 

Highly activating group subst i tuh 

6 + BrdAcOH excess Br ( m a i m  vtcl piace r man temp.. - No Lewis acid is required.) 

Y = O H o r N H 2  Br 
Deactivating group tribromo derivative 

Y Y Y Y 

e Nature of reagent 

major produa p - n i t m e  

milinium ion m-nitroaniline 
*. 

e Order of reagents 1 



Basic Concepts and Substitutions Dependence on temperature 

a-naphthalene sulphmic acid 

p-naphthalene rulphonic acid 

Thc aim In synthes~s is to prepare onc single compound. Reactions giving mixtures are to be 
avoided. For example, in order to prepare 2, 4dinitrobenzoic acid, it is preferable to follow 
route I in which p-nitrotoluene is nitrated to give 2,4dinitrotoluene which is oxidised to give 
2, Cd~nitrobensoic acid as a single product. Route 11, in which pnitrotoluence is first oxidised 
to p-nitrobenzo~c acid, on nitration glves a mixture of products and therefore should be 
avo~ded. 

COOH COOH 

(10 be avoided) 

. 4.7 AROMATIC NUCLEOPHILIC SUBSTITUTION 
REACTIONS (ANSR) 

r 

We have seen in Unit 3 that aliphatic compounds readily undergo nucleophilic substitution 
while aromatic compounds do not. 

Drastic conditions are required for aromatic nucleophilic substitution reactions (ANSR) as 
given in scheme IV. 

NH2 C1 OH 

(A) liq. NH3 625K. 30MPa 



NU.. 
Aromatic Electrophilic 

O H  Substitution 

We can see that chlorobenzene needs very drastic conditions for nucleophilic substitution. The 
reaction condition requirements get milder with the introduction of electron withdrawing NO2 
groups (B&c) at ortho and para positions to the chloro substituent. The more the NO2 groups, 
easier the substitution reaction. Interestingly introduction of the CH3 group, which is electron 
donating, also makes the reaction conditions milder. In (D), we get two products of 
substitution as against one in other cases. 

Two mechanisms are passible in aromatic nucleophilic substitution. These are addition- 1 
elimination or s ~ A r 2  and elimination-additim or benzme mechanism. In B and C types of 
scheme IV, additionelimination mechanism with one product is predominant. While for A l 

and 0 types, elimination-addition mechanism with two products is operative. However, two 
products in the case of chlorobenze e (A type) are identical. In a given reaction, both the 7 mechanisms may be operative, albe~t to different extent. Let US now tly to understand their 
mechanisms in detail. 

4.7.1 Addition-elimination or S N A ~ ~  Mechanism 
Aromatic compounds having electron attracting groups like NO1 at oriho and para position to 
the leaving group undergo this k" ri of mechanism. It is a two step mechanism, addition in the 
first step is followed by elimination in the second step. In this mechanism, the nucleophile 
attacks the aromatic moiety and gets attached to it through one of the empty TF orbitals at the 

- substiate. This addition of the nucleophile to the aromatic ring generates an anion which is 
stabilised through resonance. In the scheme shown below, 

L is the leaving group, eg., C1 in B and C and Y is some electron attracting group (N02) on 
the aromatic ring (Schme IV). The addition intermediate is generally detected 
spectroscopically but sometimes it can be isolated also. It is called a Meisenheirner complex. 
After this addition sten the intermediate 1 0 s  the leaving group which is eliminated also with 
its pair of electrons. Tbe ring is rearomatised and we get the substituted product. This is shown I 

r L  N u i  Nu 



- Cmp S,,~(utiOns In the attack of a nuclmphile on p-nitrochlorobenzene, the intermediate can be stabilised as : 

- 1 

Evidence for the bimolecular nature of the mechanism com'es from the fact that there is often 
very little difference in the reactivity of various aryl halides. Furthe:. the fluoro derivative is 
the most reactive. The order being, Ar - F > Ar - C1> Ar - Br > Ar - I. This is 
opposite - - to the trend observed in the case of aliphatic halides which is, 

R - I > R - B r > R - C l > R - F  
Nondqpendence of reactivity on the C-halogen bond suggests that the reaction whose rate 
determining step is being measured does not involve breaking of the C - X bond. 

I The solvent effects in S d r 2  are similar to the ones described for SN2 reactions (Unit 3). 
Dipolar aprotic solvents increase the rate of the reaction. 

It has been shown that the compounds in A and D types (scheme IV) undergo nucleophilic 
substitution by a mechanism different from the one for the compounds belonging to C and D 
types. In type A we do not have any group whch can activate the aromatic ring towards 
nucleophilic substitution. In type D we have, in fact, a deactivating group. In such oses drastic 
reaction conditions are required and the reaction proceeds by a mechanism entirely different 
from the\additionelimination mechanism. The mechanism here is elhimtion-addition or 
benzyne. You will read about this mechanism in detail in Unit 9 of this course. 

4.7.3 Nucleophilic Substitution-Comparison between Aliphatic and 
Aromatic Compounds 

The first and obvious observation is that while nucleophilic substitution is a characteristic 
reaction of aliphatic halides it is not so common in aromatic systems. Secondly, the benzyne 
mechanism is not possible in aliphatic compounds. The nucleophilic substitution of aliphatic 
compounds can be compared only with s ~ A r 2  mechanism of aromatic compounds. In SN2 
mechanism the substrate-nucleophile adduct is an unstable species with high energy and 
corresponds to the top of the energy bamer (Fig. 3.1 in Unit 3). On the other hand, In S N A ~ ~  
mechanism, the intermediate is reasonably stabilised by reasonance and is actually a 
compound which, in some cases, can even be isolated. 

The role of leaving group in determining the rate of a reaction is different in alkyl and aryl 
halides. In aliphatic halides the order of reactivity of the halogens is I > Br > C1> F. The 
governing factor being the bond strength. In the case of aromatic nucleophilic substitution, 
formation of addition intermediate is the rds and C-X bond strength does not affect the rate. 
The order is F > C1> Br > I. The governing factor here is the polarity of the C-X bond. A 
more polar C-F bond favours the addition of nucleophile and increases the rate. 

4.8 Summary 



Inspited being unsaturated species, the aromatic compounds are relatively inert towards Aromatic Electrophilic 
Substitution addition. They undergo nucleophilic substitution with great difficulty and readily undergo 

electrophilic substitution reactions. The inactivity has been explained in terms of aromaticity 
for which various experimental and theoretical criteria are responsible. According to one of 
these difinitions of aromaticity, a planar, cyclic molecule with (4n + 2) nelectrons capable of 
delocalisation is aromatic. 

C 

Different aromatic electrophilic substitution reactions proceed by more or less a similar 
mechanism and a general mechanism can be given for the same. In a two step mechanism, the 
first step involves the attack of an electrophile to give a benzenium ion intermediate. This slow 
step is followed by a fast step where a proton is lost to give the substituted product. Evidence 
for the mechanism is sought froni kinetic isotope effect studies and other experiments. With 
the help of the general mechanism, mechanism for other AESRs like nitration, halogenation, 
sulphonation, alkylation and acylation can be explained. Five and six membered heteroarom:itic 
compounds like pyrrole and pyridine, also undergo electrophilic substitution reactions. The 

b mechanism in this case can be compared with that in benzene in terms of reactivity and 
orientation. 

I Electrophilic substitution in monosubstituted benzene depends upon the reactivity of the 
substrate and the directive influence of the substituent. The electron releasing gr~ups activate 
while electron withdrawing groups deactivate the aromatic ring towards electrophilic 
substitution. Further, the substituent also directs the incoming electrophile to or tho / 'm or 
meta position. Ring activating groups are, by and large, ortho/'m directing. While ring 
deactivating groups are meta directing. Halogens are an exception as they are deactivating as 
well as ortho/para directing. 

Nucleophilic substitution, though not very common in aromatic compounds, does occur. The 
two types of mechankmi operative are additionelimination (SNAR) and elimination-addition 

4.9 TERMINAL QUESTIONS 

1) Indicate whether the following planar species are aromatic or not Give reasons for your 
answer. 

I 2) 1, 3, Scycloheptatrienyl cation is aromatic where as, 1, 3, Scycloheptatriene is not. . 
Explain. 

1 ,  3. J-cycloheptatriene 1,3, Scycloheptatrienyl cation 

3, Hov, would you explain the kinetic isotope effect observed for sulphonation of benzene? 

4, Cc,mplete the following reaction hnd give its mechanism. 

0 0 
II II B% 0 + CH3C - 0- CCH3 - 1 

0 



Basic Concepts and Substitutions 5) Complete the following reactions : 

6) Methyl group is o&o/para directing while trich~oromethyl group is mela directing. 
Explain. 

7) Complete the following reactions : 
Q 

b) cH3d-cH3 high NaOH temp I p n s >  - - - - - - ?  

, 4.10 ANSWERS 

Self Assessment Questions 

1) 11 is not planar molecule hence the IT electrons are not completely delocalised as in 
benzene. 





I Aromatic; there are 2 r  electrons from C = C and two from an electron 
pair on S to make an aromatic sextet. 

Nonaromatic, has only 4 r electrons 

wH Nonaromatic with 8 r  electrons 
/ 

0 + Aromatic with 6 r  electrons. 

2) Cycloheptatriene has got three double bonds i.e. 6 ~ r  electrons but because of the presence 
of sp3 carbon atom, these r electrons cannot undergo cyclic overlapping. Generation of 
the cation removes the hinderance and the delocalised 6.rr electrons (Hiickel rule) make 
the cation aromatic. 

3) Hint-Consult Fig. 4.6 and its explanation in the text. 

6) The carbon atom in .trichloromethyl group becomes positive due to the presence of three 
chlorine atoms and makes the group deactivating and hence mela directing. 






